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SUMMARY
 a€	 ^ s
The primary objoctives of this contract were to develop,
an 18-percent efficient 700-mV silicon solar cell. in 0.1 n-cm
p-type material and the experimental methods for realizing these
` -'oafs. In the event these values were unattainable the contractf	 g
(i	 objectives were to determine the limitations that prevent their
'	 {	 achievement and, through a thorough understanding of the device
F	 physics, explain the mechanisms of the limitations.
q	 Based upon existing solar cell theory, experiments were	 j
designEid to determine the '.,relative impact of the various contri-
butions to the solar cell dark current. Bandgap narrowing, as a
result of heavy doping, has a deleterious effect on the dark cur 
rent from both the surface and the bulk of thfd' emitter. Even	 i
4	 though heavy, doping effects in the emitter (n-type silicon) were
found to be less than predicted by many models, the magnitude of
these effects is such as to have the greatest single impact on
solar cell performance. Surface recombination velocity was also
identified to be a limiting factor. After 'removal of the effects
of high surface recombination from the metal-silicon interface of 	 '.
the grids, there remains significant recombination at the rest of
I'	 the surface that dominates- in cells with shallow junctions.
Electric fields in the junction region were found to affect celltl	 ^
fill. factors, and various emitter doping profiles were tried in
an effort to improve fill factor and open circuit voltage.	 j
x► f	 Although the effects described above could not be
altered enough to result in achieving either 18-percent effi-
ciency or 700 mV, several improvements were realized. Reductions
in the emitter and bass dark diffusion currents were accom-
plished. Minority carrier lifetimes in the base were improved by
low temperature gettering techniques to the point where 0.1 s1.-cm
LJ
1
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lifetimes were comparable to those normally seen in l st
-cm mate-
rial	 'induced n-type la^ ers
	 (created by applying surf acs charge,
on forming MIS structures, for the purpose of study ing the,. ef-
facts cit heavy dopi ng and surface recombination)
	 in MIS cells _t
were effective in achieving dank sa0 uration current densities a$
low as 2 x 10' 18 A/cm2.	 Electrostatic surface charge was found
to alter open circuit voltage in cells with low doped emitters by
as much as 100 mV.
The best cell, resulting from incorporating as many of
these improvements as possible, achieved. in the work of this con-
tract was an n+-p, diffused junction cell which had an open eir-
suit voltage of 654 W under AMO at -25°C.
	 This is the highest
open circuit voltage ever reported for this
	 9	 p	 type of cell.	 The
reasons for lack of improveme n t beyond *his value of open circuit (
voltage are discussed.
.,.
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16 INTRODUCTION
. ,
over the past few years evidence (1)
	
has been accumu-
r
atin	 for mechanisms which limit the efficiency^.	 g	 _	  of silicon solar
^j
cells to significantly less 04,vi the idealized theoretical maxi-
.P mum [2) of aiaout 24 percent AMO.	 Once recognized, these limiting
` mechanisms can be removed, bypassed, or at least reduced its their
4 » influence	 (3].
' Bandgap narrowing, resulting from heavy doping, is one
c mechanism that limits cell open--circuit voltages.	 Recent efforts
have sought to provide a consistent theoretical and experimental
basis for predicting the extent of this limitation [4-8) 	 ^ther
lit efforts have,, sought to reduce the consequences of bandgap narrow-
r	 ,f
ing by use of ion implantation to control junction profiles
	 [93 Al
" by use of high-low emitters to isolate the heavily doped regions
(101; and by use of charged oxides or metal-insulator semiconduc-
tor (MIS) structures to induce a high carrier concentration with
out the need for high doping concentrations	 [ 1 1).	 other voltage-
limiting mechanisms such as surface recombination velocities	 [121
+ and junction recomb ination currents	 [1)	 have been identified.
The purpose of this contract waa to develop a 0.1 P--cm
silicon solar cell that under AMO illumination and at;25°C would
t
have an efficiency of 18 percent and an open circuit voltage of
700 W.	 In the event these values were unattainable h the secon-
,.r
dary objective was to determine and explain the mechanisms of the
t ^
t ;1
*
f
limitations that prevent their being achieved. 	 To fulfill these
goals, a major effort was made to confirm the limiting fac tors
and overcome them, where possible.
	 Results of this contract will
pertain to all solar cell work in that sample theory is supported
to explain limitations in cell open circuit voltages.
	 In addi-
Lion, experimental techniques were devel oped which have improved
t ri
r^	
..
r	 ti
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terrestrial and apace silicon solar cells and which might also
improve characteristics of cells made from other materials.
4	 The theoretical and experimental bases for this effort
are described in Appendix A (l) •	 A discussion of the cell limi-
tationsi and the technical approach to reducing these limitations
was presented at the Third High Ef ficiency Solar Cell and Radia-
tion Damage Conference in 1979	 [3	 parts of the proposal for	 -
this contract (Appendix B) cover the material presented at that
time.c
The theoretical limits for short circuit current in
silicon solar cells have been approached by use of nonre£lective
surfaces, wrap around' contacts,., and -sawtooth covetslides 	 (see for
example reference 13). 	 The fill factor should increase within-
!	 creased open-circuit vnit_age, Voc t` 	 To achieve t_he 18-percent
efficiency at AM0 and 25 4 C,, one must obtain open circuit voltages
in excess of 680 mV.	 Since the cu rrent limits were already
reached`, new technology would be needed only in the voltage	 .:
study.	 In concurrence with the NASA technical monitor, the plan .,
of attack was directed toward` the 700-mV goal. 	 Thv open circuit
voltage depends primarily upon the dark diffasion current contri-
butlons from the emitter and base of the cell. 	 This report is
divided along these two lines with an additional chapte r
 
 
on spe-
cial structures included to delineate promising devices that do
not necessarily fit the theory and practice of diffused n 	 solar
cells.	 Another chapter is included to address the impact of ,fro=
cessing, to improve voltage, on the other cell characteristics.
t
1-2
r
a
f4
t
4
9t
k	 -
1;14
_^	 c
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2. BAS f+
l
in material with resistivity, p, on the order of
1 R-cm, the dark diffusion current (N2 x 10-12 A/cm 2) from the
base dominates the open circuit voltage.* when the resist ivity
is reduced to p x 0 1 n-cm, the computed value of this dark
current, ►7dp, from a 0.02-cm thick base is lowered to
Jdp	 1 .0 t 0.6 x 10- 13 A/cm 2
The contribution to the dark current from the base can
be written as
gniD (9Ln/D) cosh (W/Ln) + Binh (W/Ln)
JdP	 NALn ( S Ln_ D sinh (W Ln)	 cosh (w Lh)^	 (- 1 ^
where
q	 electronic charge = 1.6 x' 10- 19 C
D	 minority carrier di; f0siv ty = 10-15 cm2/s
-	 level % 1.5-4.5 x 10 17NA	 acceptor doping	 ^	 /cm 3 (p	 Ol 0-,ctn)
bn _ minority carrier diffusion length > 0.02 cm
j ni	 intrinsic carrier concentration = 1.2-1.5 x 1010/cm3
x W	 base length e! 0.02 cm
if S	 back surface recombination velocity = 104-106 Cm /s
t`
	The range limits indicate .the possible choices for NA ,
 
nip and D	 i
'E	 obtained from the literature; the value of Ln for the part icularE
cell; whether or not bandgap narrowing in the base is assumed;
and the influence, which is reflected in the value for surface
recombination velocity, S, of the back surface. The value of the
ee Appendix A fora review of the diode equations, etc.
c	
2-1
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bracketed term in equation (2-1) is shown in F-.igure 2=1 as a
function of W/Ln, and SLn/p. The impact of cell thickness and
surface rece_t:tbination velocity on dark current are clearly
exhibited in this figure.
From equation (2-l), it can be seen that reducing S and
D or increasing NA will lower JdP and thereby increase the open
circuit voltage. Since L appears in functionally different
forms, an increase of L does not necessarily reduce Jdp. The
following sections detail the reductions in Jdp that were antici-
E
	
	 pated, based upon theoretical grounds, and the positive results
and limitations encountered during the contract.
2.1
	
P+ BACK CONTACTS
A p+ Layer should reduce recombination at the back sur-
face, thereby decreasing Jdg, increasing the open circuit volt-
age, and increasing the collected photocurrent. If the p + layer
is very effective, then the value of S (surface recombination
velocity or SRV) in equation (2-1) is very low and the terms con-
taining S can be ignored. In this case,
c
qn^
	 W q
Jdp N L	 tank lJ-	 (2-2a)A n	 n
if Ln > 3W,	 then tanh ( W/L) _W/L, equation (2-2a) becomes
F
gn^DW
J	 =	 1	 (2-2b)dP NA
Y
and the dark current i :5 minimized by reducing W or increasing Ln
or NA-
2-2
^^ 1
I l
10p^
H
x 4
}f ^.
r; 2
j -^ 1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.3
a 0.15
^.
0._1
`C:!
LC`^
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[Al (SL/D)	 s nh _, (W1 L	 + cosh	 (  L)1
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If the p+ barrier is not very effective, 	 then the situation is
much more complicalted.	 Reference 14 gives an excellent descrip-
tion of the means of calculating 5 and its impact on Jap, 	 (S of
Reference 14
	
is our S times Ln/Dn.)
	
in brief,
	
the effectiveness
of the p+ layer depends upon the height of the p-p + barrier,
expressed as the ratio of the doping concentrations in the two
regions,. NA+ /NA;	 the greater the ratio, the higher the barrier
n
and,	 therefore, the lower the value for S.	 I n general,	 the SRV
also depends inversely upon the rate .of recombination in the p+
layer and,	 therefore, the better the diffusion length in this
F	 layer the lower the value for S.	 Unfortunately, heavy doping ef-
fects tend to keep the effective p+ doping from increasing as
rapidly as the actual doping increases and the p-p+ barrier to
minority' carriers is,	 thereby, reduced.	 This results in an
r
;`'
incre0se of dark current generated in the p+ layer.	 Data exist
indir,ating bandgap narrowing of 42 mV at 10 1 8 /cm 3 boron
doping (8]	 and 1:5 mV at 2 x 10 17 /cm 3 .	 The theoretical potential
barrier, resulting from a p-type doping .level change from
2 x 10 17 /cm3 to 10 18 /cm 3 would be -40 mV so that with bandg,ap
narrowing, the net barrier for electrons would be -13 mV*	 oC
less than kT/q.	 Likewise,	 at 10 19 /cm3 the bandgap narrowing is
-68 mV compared to the theoretical p-p+ barrier of - 100 mV.
Again, the net barrier to electrons is - kT/q.	 The referenced
data extend only to NA
 _ 0.8 x 10 20 /cm 3	 If the bandgap nar-
1 `
	 rowing levels off somewhat at doping levels -greater than
10 20 /cm3,
	
then an ionized acceptor concentration ( ,90 ) of
R	 3 x 1020/CMS should improve the barrier beyond 2kT/q with a cor-
responding improvement in collected photocurrent and a possible
reduction in dark current.	 (However, Auger recombination may be
'wTo—Z	 42-15) = 13 mV
2-4
Ll._'
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be so high at this doping level that no decrease in dark current
is observed.)
A 1.5 layer
 of 1.  x 10 20 	 3p	 y	 /cm	 would have an effective i
doping of between 3 x 10 17 and -10 1 s/cm 3 (4.s a result of bandgap
narrowing) ,
	
D s 1 - 3 cm2/s,	 and Ln 	 1 - 1f', x
	
5 cm.	 These
large ranges of uncertainty in both effective doping and minority
1 carrier diffusion lencgth are obtained from the literature.
	 If
the most optimistic of these values are correct, _a p+ contact
with a low barrier (N4 KT/q) would result
	
(14).	 Unfortunately,
the generally accepted values (resulting from experiments to mea-
sure
 heavy doping effects	 [ 6 1,[8)	 and Auger recombination l i fe-
times
	
[151)
	 indicate that such a heavily doped layer on 0.1 n-cm
material would he little better than an ohmic contact (see Sec-
tion	 3.4).
Aluminum, when alloyed into the back surface,, produces
cells with good base d iffusion lengths.
	 However, on 0.1 R-cm j
material, no effective p+
 layer has been observed from this pro-
cess.	 Boron, which has a much higher solid solubility in silicon
r than does aluminum, .could provide the high acceptor concentra--
1
tions necessary to create an effective p+
 layer.	 Emulsitone_
t	 ^ 0317D, which should provide surface concentrations on the order
-
Y
Of 10 20/cm 3 , was used to form these layers
	 (runs 1403,	 1411,
^
1423,	 and 1433) .
	 Since the boron doping level does ' not reach the
	
R
critical 3 x 1020	 3/cm	 levels
	 the resulting values of tsc and
gamma cell* currents should be, and are, comparable to those from
the lower doped aluminum p+ backs.
	 Some improvements of boron
over aluminum
	
[17]	 have been observed in higher resistivity
TThat-current	 l	 result ing from thr	 Y.	 	 e uniform carrier generation.
provided by a SoCO gamma cell, which is used to determine L [16)
Y (large IY implies large L)'.
w
2-5
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material (up to 1250 9-cm), but no attempts have yet been made to
optimize the boron p+ layers as has been done:, for aluminum. (The
boron p+ layer work is discussed in the next section and in
Appendix C.) of particular :interest would be the use of laser
annealing for very high concentrations of active boron
(>3 x 1020 /em 3 ) [ 18)
,alternatives to the laser annealing process for lower-
ing the SRV would be the use of an MIS back contact (191 or a
well passivated and/or charged oxide layer with very low area
metal contacts distributed across the surface. Both procedures
	 a
might benefit from a slightly increased doping at the back sur-
face since boron tends to out-diffuse during growth of an oxide.
The metal contact area must be very low (C1 percent) in the sec-
ond procedure or no benefit will be derived on 0.1 a -cm material.
1
2.2
	 SASE DIFFUSION LENGTHS, Ln
- a
With the understanding that no significant improvement
is likely from a p+ back on 0.1 P -cm material, equation (2-1)	 in-
dicates that increasing the minority carrier diffusion length is
the most likely candidate for reducing the dark current contribu-
tion from the base.
	 Figure 2-2 explicitly displays the depen-
dence of Jdp on L (W = 0.02 cm).
	
It is noted that with an ohmic
or near ohmic contact-(S/D > 1,000),
	 the bracketed term in equa-
tion	 ( 2-1) reduces to coth ( W/L).	 No improvement in Jdp with Ln
can be expected when L > 2W since coth (W/L) = L/W and
equation (2-1)	 reduces to
Dqn 2 a
JdP =	 1 (2-3)
NAW
2-6
R i,.t
n
w	 ^a
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(SL/D) cosh (W/L) + s-inh (W/L)
( )
	
SLID
	 s nh(7L)	 Cosh (III/L)
1€
A 200
((( 100 1
-R----S/D=10 6_
Ai
-___-_
j
1000
CAJ/L 100
20
30
10 10
S 3
rr
21
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0 1	 2 4	 5-
L/W
-	 Figure 2
-2•	 A Family of Curves Showing the Diffusion Length
t Dependent Terms ire Equation (2-1) as a
Function of L/W and S/D
! ?_7
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Given the present cell thickness of -200 um, and typical diffu
-sion lengths in the range of 200 < Ln < 400 Pitt, improvement from
u
increasing Ln beyond 400 pm is not expected (Figure 2-2). Now
ever, with an ohmic back contact :.and Ln a 400 um, a factor of two
decrease in JdP could;, result from increasing W to 800 pm
ti	 ( Figure 2-1).
In the low diffusion length regime (L < W/2),
i
coth (W/L) w 1 and equation (2-1) reduces to
gn2D
JdP NALn
Diffusion length is obviously important in this case.g	 ^'	 p
Most of the solar cells fabricated during the contract
i	 (W - 200 um)	 exhibited diffusion lengths with W/2 < L < 2W.
	
If,tJ
in ,addition,	 the p+
 back layer is effective enough"to have the
ohmic c(oitact condition break down,	 the dependence of JdP is
closer to that of equation (2-3).
	
For 630'
	 mV cells from this F
, contract, a ,large drop in Ln (eeg.,	 as a result of	 irradiation)
must be experienced before any significant effect on Voc is ob-
served.	 (A reduction of L to L/2 results in Tess than 5 mV drop
in Voc.)	 This woklId indicate that Ln is in a range such that JdP
is not sensitive to large reductions in L (the right side of the
,S/D 5 1000 curve of figure 2- 2) and/or the total dark current is
strongly dominated by the emitter or some other source. 	 In the
first case,	 Ln must exceed 500 pm;	 th to is possible, but the sec-
and case is more probable.	 in the case of 650-mV cells, ad is
lower by a factor of 2.	 If we assume that the emitter current
has been reduced to achieve this Voc, then JdN must be reduced by
more than 2X and Jdp may dominate the dark current in such a
case.	 Irradiation of 0.1 and 0.2 a-cm cell s
 was carr ied out to
y
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alter the base diffusion length and to distinguish the Jdp and
JdN contributions ( Appendix p and Reference 31) .
A large body of diffusion length data was obtained dur-
ing this contract and several trends can' `be observed in
Table 2-1.
	
The results of a series of experiments in which the
heat treatment and the p+ layer dopant,, ; were varied (Table 2- 1)
point to a weak dependence of Voc with respect,_to L when
xY > 6.0 mA.	 With a few exceptions,	 the gamma current of the
cells increases with increasing time and temperature of heat
treatment.
	 Several cells are displayed that have low voltages,
but with IY > 6 uA,	 indicating a dominant failure mechanism other
than the bulk diffusion length.	 In several cases the dark
diffusion current, Jd,	 is included for comparison with ly and
yoe•	 It will be noticed that the cells of set 1441 	 (all with
` IY < 6 pA) display a strong inverse relationship between IY and
Jd.	 The high values of I Y
 would correlate with a reduction in Jd
only if the base were contributing to the dark current.
	
However,
set 1440, which exhibits some of the best values of Iy	 in
Table 2-1 0
 has; higher average values of Jd than does set 1441. {
The implication is that while the base diffusion length and the
E
quality of the back contact (both together represented by Iy) can
, p influence the dark current in these cells, some other source of
dark current has a greater effect.
	 The most probable source is
E
_
the emitter	 ( see Section 3).-.	 If this is the case; the emitter t 4
appears to be influenced by heat treatment and/or 	 the nature of
the back surface during such treatment.
	 The cell voltage can
also be influenced by junction recombination currents, Jr as well
as by the diffusion currents.
	 Cells 1441-1 through 4 are 3
examples of this.
	 Their low values of Jd should provide about
5 mV greater Voc than that of the other cells in the set if Jr
were ignored.	 However,	 the junction recombination currents of
2-9
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the former are about twice those of the latter cells and this
reduces both the fill factors and the open circuit voltages.*
Cells with boron diffused p+ back contacts (set 1423
for example) can achieve values of y (given long anneal times )
comparable to cells with aluminum p+ backs but their  voltages and
base diffusion lengths are not consisto,ntly as high as those of
cells fabricated more simply and quickly with high temperature
aluminum. Appendix C describes a self-cons-istent model of get-
tering that compares the action of various diffusant;s and pro-
cesses on bulk lifetime in silicon.
2.3	 BASE THICKNESS, _W
e
A means of reducing base dark current contribution in
1Y
high resistivity material is the reduction in base thickness 'W if
a good p+ bank layer can be achieved
	 (Figure 2.1 and eq.. 2-2b)`. ba
However, as 'mentioned in Section 2.1p	 a good p+
 back cannot be
achieved with 0.1 0-cm substrate material and so the best to be i4
expected is a relative independence of bulk dark current on cell
thickness once W becomes greater than N2L.
	 On the ether hand,
	 if
a very thin sayer of higher resistivity p-type silicon were used
between the emitter and a p +
 substrate, an effective-p-p+
 barrier
results and equat , 	n	 (2-2b)
	 pertains	 (since	 T = L2/D,
Jdp = qn^W/NAT).' Z£ the p layer were 2 Q-cm and 10 Pm thick_
instead of 0.1 0-cm ,mnd 200 um thick (n 'pp+ vs n+p+ )	 if the
yt	 _
I	 lifetimes T we're comparable, and if the p+ back contact were per-
feet
-(S = 0), the base dark current would be lower in the 2 n-cm
The junction recombination current is deduced from the I-V {
curves by .a computer fit to the diode equation which contains .a
term in exp(gV/nkT) f
 where n - 2 (see Section 41) s
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Material
I,^(uA)
--
Avg. Max.
COMSAT 0.1 S2cm
8 mil 6 6.8
10-11 mil 7.2 8.4
NASA' 0.10cm
9 mil 6
25 mil 12
I
I^
v	 ^	 _
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case. As a means of evaluating such thin base .structures, spi
taxial layers on -0.01 n-cm substrates h_,m a been made into solar
cells. Initial attempts have been carried out with commercially
available material (2-9 0-cm, 11+30- um thick epi layers on
0.01 $I-cm substrates) to determine feasibility of using this Type
structure. Th e short circuit currents were low, as expected from
such thin active layer devices, and correlated well with epi
layer thickness. The voltages were lower than those from n*p+
control cells or those predicted by simple theory. That the
voltages are less than simple theory is not unexpected since per -
fect p+ backs cannot be obtained even on higher resistivity
material. If the epi layer is good, this technique provides a
means of determining bandgap narrow ing in heavily doped p-type
silicon. However, the cell fill factors were low and so _indicate
a problem with the opi material. Work in this area was, there-
fore, not pursued.
on several occasions solar cells of basically the same
material but different thicknesses were fabricated. The strong
dependence of gamma current on cell thickness (Table 2-2) points
to long diffusion lengths (Ln > 200` um) and ohmic or near ohmic
back contacts. The maximum 1 values indicate non-ohmic backY
r^ntacts and/or extremely high values for Ln.
a
Table 2-2. Influence of Cell
Thickness on Gamma Current
r
r
2 4	 SASE DOPING CONCENTRATXON t N
fi
As another means of determining the relative contribu-
tion of the base dank current:, 0.2 n-cm cells ware fEabrioated in
parallel with 0.1 n-cm material. Use of equation (2-1) indicates
the influence of this change. D is slightly larger for, the
0.2 n-cm material; therefore, NA should decrease by a factor of
>2 and L should increase somewhat. The increase in L should not
	
^II
change Jdp much (as discussed in Section 2.2) r but the reduction
in base ,doping will increase the effectiveness of the p-p+ 'bar-
rier. The improved barrier will increase Yy and Isc but will
have little or no effect on Jd P since the dark current contribu-
tion from the p+ layer is unchanged. The net result is that, if
f
the cell is base-dominated, (Jd ) 0 . 2 > 2 x (Jd)O.l and Voc of the	 (	 "
0.2 n-cm cell should be 518 mV less than that of the 0.1 R-cm
	
a
cell. In actuality, the results (set 1402),./,"Confirm the increase
	
x
in IY but reveal only a 9 mV lower Voc relative to the 0.1 0-cm's+
values. The small difference indicates that contributions to the	 i
dark current from the p+ Layer and/or the emitter dominate that
from the bulk.
Irradiation, sufficient to lower the diffusion length
	 .1
of both 0.1 and 0.2 0-cm cells to approximately 40 um, was used
to establish the relative contributions from the base and emitter,
of these cells. If we assume that the contribution from the
t	 junction is small compared to that from the .emitter and bulk,
calculation for an unirradiated 635 mV, 200 um 0.1 n-cm cell
indicates that thebase dark current is less than 30 percent of
the total dark current. If the p+ layer is a pe rfect reflec tor
(S	 0) the contribution from the base is about 28 percent of
the total dark current for the unirradiated cell. If the p
layer is ineffective and acts as an ohmic contact, then the
s
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contribution from the base is negligible The real case is 	 j
somewhere in between. similar calculation from the data'for a
0.2 n-cm cell indicates the base contribution to , the total dark
current to be less than 50 percent prior to irradiation.
A later experiment, comparing 1 n-cm and 0.1 it-cm cells
(set 1455) 0
 proves that excellent diffusion Lengths can be main-
tained for material below l n-cm. Assuming that the 1 11-cm cells
are voltage limited by the base, an increase in base doping by an
order of magnituk a would increase Voc from 605 to 665 mV, if
n as 1 and no coneibution from the emitter were experienced in
the 0.1 R-cm cells`. on this basis, 650 mV, 0.1 0-cm cells (with
the same diffusion length) have about equal dark current contri-
butions from the base and the emi.ttar.
Heavy doping effects could influence the base bulk con -
tribution to the dark current- [8) even at a resistivity as Tow as
p	 0.1 R-cm (2	 4 x 10 1 7/cn^ 3 )	 If these effects are not
strong, if the diffusion lengt4 does not change rapidly with p,
and if the contribution from the p+
 layer is small (or the cell-
is made thick enough), then lowering the bulk resistivity could
be an important means of reducing the total., dark current for
660 mV cells.
p f
2.5	 MINORITY CARRIER DIFFUS:IV'ITY, D
E The last variable to be discussed in equation (2-1)	 is
the diffusivity, D.	 Normally, this term is assumed constant for
a given eloping concentration; however,
	 two earlier observations
might indicate a source of variability. 	 We have commented on the
apparent insensitivity of Voc to variations in ;L for unirradiated
630-mV solar cells
	 (Section 2.2)	 and attr..buted this to a
a
s 1	 a.
f 2-15
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dominant emitter dark diffusion current, Another explanation is
that stroas generated by the cooling of a silicon-aluminum alloy
on the back of a
thereby f result i-n a lower JDP compared to an unstressed cell
with the same measured diffusion length. in addition, unexpec-
tedly low quantum yield results (Section 4) in cells fabricated
with a double diffusion process [201 qould support such a hypo-
thesis for the emitter region and front portion of the cell.
Xn recent work,at NASA/Lewis (private communication,,
Vic Weizer), the alloyed regiou was removed from the back and
rediffused with boron. This process should remove stress arising
from the Al alloy in the c^,^11 without disturbing the pp+ field
created by the Al diffusion' front. No change in Isc or Voc was
noted # so a change in D from stress appears unlikely in the base
as a result of the p+ back diffusion.
a(i
/ 
yg
620034/P21
1 3.	 EMITTER
5
The previous section indicates severe .limitations on
the reduction of dark diffusion current from the base.	 However,
1 significant data exist (e..g., Table 2-1 and Section 24)	 to indi-
sate that base parameters may influence but do not _dominate Voc
c and,	 therefore,	 it is concluded that a major portion of the total
1 dark current in most present cells (630-640 W) must come from Y
[ the emitter.	 Sources of the emitter dark current ? JdN ,	 include
ty the grid contacts,	 the oxide-silicon interface,	 and the bulk of
'. the emitter.	 Each of these regions has been studied experimen-
a
tally in an attempt to minimize JdN .	 A simplified model	 [1]	 is
used for shallow junction solar cells in order to facilitate dis-
cussion.	 The assumptions in this mod1 are:
a. The doping profile consists of a thin (depth
Ws Z 0.03 um) heavily doped layer near the surface followed by a
lower doping concentration which. grades down to the junction;
s	
b. Bandgap narrowing is intense in Ws;
.	 c. Auger recombination dominates lifetime in Ws;
1
	
	
d. Dark current from the low-doped region of the emitter
is negligible compared to that from Ws;
e._ All photogenerated carriers transit the low doped
region without loss; and
f. The dark current from the surface can be obtained by a
i	 linear combination of contributions from the metal contact area
and from the oxide-covered area. The emitter dark current OdN)
.'x	 can, therefore, be written asF"	 _
CC
t,	 J	 = (Am/At )Jm + (l - A /A )Jo	(3-1)M 	 m tdN	 dN
l	
3-1
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where Am/At is the fract,i.on of the total cell area contacted by
metal. c
in view of assumption d, the emitter dark current term can
be written as
gpoDp	 S p + ( pp/Lp.) tanh (Ws/Lp)
JdN	 Lp	 (Dp/Lp) p,
 tanh (Ws/Lp) ( 3- 2)
-
which can be simplified since (as seen below) Ws <<, Lp.	 There-
fore,,	 tanh	 (Ws/Lp)	 °	 and,	 with 1^ 'Ws/Lp	 /T - U /L 2 ,
Sp + WS/T p
JdN g 9po 1 + S W /,^PWs/D (3-3')
The dark current from the metal contact area (JdN)'
r	 }	 ,
becomes
ni D
JdN
	
qTD* 
 WS
(3-4) 1
1
since Sm (the SRV of the metal interface) has a very high value
(for ohmic contacts -10 6 cm/s) and po = n/Nn. 	 The dark current
from the oxide area (JAN) become
2
n 	 So + Ws/TA
JAN 	= q —* 43-5)
..ND 1 + 'SOWS/0
where ND is the effective doping level in Ws,, So is the SRV of
the oxide interface, T A is the Auger,	 lifetime, and the other sym-
bols have their '.usual meaning..
S
1.
3_2
k	 {
a	 ._
some typical values for the surface layer are:
Donor density	 ND E 2 x 1020/cm 3
Effective donor density ND* - 1018/cm3
Auger lifetime for ND 	 TA 5 0.3	 1 x 10- 9 s
Diffusivity for ND	 D ^ 1 cm21s
Surface Layer thickness Ws °t 1 - 3 x ID- 6 cm
SRV	 So 19 5 x 10 3 cm/s
Intrinsic carrier	 ni E! 1.2 x 1010/cm3
concentration
Diffusion. Length in'Ws
	
LA E, 2-3 x 10- 5
 cm
ki	 r
f
i
{
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As can be seen from equations (3-1) and (3-4) the dark
current from the metal contacts can be reduced by reducing the
contact area or increasing the thickness of the heavily doped
layer beneath the contacts (so that Ws + LA). The dark current
contribution from the oxide-silicon interface and emitter bulk
[equation (3-5)) is reduced by lowering the surface recombination
velocity So and the heavily doped surface layer (Ws/TA) term.
(For our normal values of So and Ws the SoWs/D term in the denom-
inator of equation (3-5) can be ignored.) it is apparent that
heavy doping effects (which lower Nn) increase the dark current
from the emitter bulk, the contacts, and the surface.
3.1
	 CONTACTS
r	
k
f	 ! With a normal grid contact area of about 5 percent of the
solar cell surface, the calculated dark current contribution from
w	 this area is 2-5 times greater than the contribution from a
reasonable oxide-silicon interface. By restricting the contact
^^	 tF,.	 3 - 3
e
iarea to small holes through tihe oxide, the ohmic contact•
 area Cana
be reduced by nearly two orders of magnitude, to only 0.1 percent
of the cell area, and 'thus ;-its contribution to Jd N
 shou1d''be in
significant, or at least ,riuch less than that from the oxide [1).
Historioally, COMSAT Laboratories has fabricated solar cell
contacts by evazuorating Ta metal over the cell surface and then
Ct-Au grids on top. During the thermal oxidation of the Ta to
Ta205(525°C), near ohmic contacts were made (5m 	 4 x 10 5 cm/s,	 -
(11). The present low area contacts are made by; a. evaporating.
u
Ta over a photoresist ` grid pattern which is then lifted off;
b. oxidation of the remaining Ta which provides an AR coating
with narrow bands of bare silicon exposed; and c. deposition of
Cr-Au. grids and pads at right angles to the exposed silicon. 	 The t
resulting cross-hatch pattern of grids across open lines in the
AR coating provides point contacts that are approximately i
1/4 mil x 1/2 mil rectangular "dots."	 An additional advantage of
r this process is that the contacts are not heated; and, therefore,
the contacts have a lower SRV than would be expected from an #. a
ohmic contact.	 with Sm < 3 x 10 5 cm/s-, JdN would no longer be
accurately described by equation (`3-4) and the contribution to
JdN is less than that from ohmic "dot" contacts.
3.1.1	 CONTACT AREA
a
A set of 2- and 0.12-Q cm cells
	 [1], processed identi-
tally except for the grid contact area is compared in Table 3-1.
The low contact area is seen to have an effect even for the a
2-0 cm cells.	 In the 0.12 9-cm cells, where dark current from
(	 r
3-4
9A
-	 the emitter dominates, the impact of the contact area is quite
strong.
I
Table 3-1. Influence of Grid Contact Area ' on
Different Resistivity Cells
Substrate Grid Metal to Jd, Total Dark Open Circuit
Resistivity Silicon Contact Diffusion Current Voltage
( n-cm) M (pA/cm2) (mV)
2 5 2.8 598
2 0.14 2.4 601
0.12 5 1.8 606
0.12 0.14 0.8 616
'	 A 'set of cells	 (1410) was fabricated to test the effect
of reducing the area of present contacts by comparing the open
`	 circuit voltage of medium and shallow junction	 (Xj = 0.3 - 0.4
and 0.1 um)	 solar cells with 5-percent and 0.1-percent contact
area.	 The 5-percent contacts were laid "in," not "across" the
open spaces in the AR coating, but still were never heated.
Table 3--2 displays the results and indicates that even medium
junction-depth cells- are slightly influenced by the present metal
contact area if the heavily doped layer (Ws)	 is not too deep.
,"	 The difference in Voc between the 5-percent and 0.1-percent area i
contacts is only about 7 mV on the shallow junction 637-mV cells
as compared to 10 mV on 616-mV cells in Table '3-1.	 This indi-
cates that the SRV of thepresent metal contacts, which are never
heated,	 is significantly less than the 7 x 105 cm/s reported
earlier [1]	 (and in Table 3-1) for Cr contracts heated to above_
300°C.	 The fact that the change in Voc is greater for the shal-
low junction cells than for the medium junction cells when Am/At
varies (Table 3-2)	 indicates that minority carrier transport
R
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between the surface and the junction is not as good in the case
of the thicker emitter. This conclusion is strengthened by. the
higher blue current (Ib) seen in the shallow-junction low contact
area cells. It should be noted that the relatively constant
value of fill factor verifies that no increase ' in series resis-
tance has resulted from the reduced, or dot, contact area.
A comparison (in Table 3-2) of cells 1 and 2 with cells
5 and 6 shows the slight average increase in blue response ex-
pected from shallow junction cells; however, a significant drop
( N5 mV) in Voc is also observed. The loss in Voc for the 5--
percent contact cells with shallow junctions points to the quali-
tative agreement of data with equation 3-4 and the dominance of
the contacts in equation 3-1. The Voc of the shallow-junction
low contact area cells (7 and 8) is not greater than ;:hat of the
deeper junction cell 3. This points to the SRV of the oxide
silicon interface as the limiting factor in the emitter of these
cells (which were designed to minimize the dark current contribu-
tion from the bulk of the e,nitter, see Sections 3.3.1 and 4.1) .
Table 3-2,. Influence of Grid Contact Area on
Different Junction Depth Cells
a
u
1
G
a
Junction Depth* Contact Area Voc Ib Fill Factor
1410-1 0.3-04 um 5	 %: 635 mV 39 0.79
1410-2 0.3-0.4 pm 5 % 635 mV 38 0.79
1410-3 0.3-0.4 Om 0.1 % 638 mV 38 0.79
1410-5 0.1 um 5 % 628 4`0 0.79
1410-6 0.1 um 5 % 632 39 0.80
1410--7 0.1 Um 0.1 % 636 41 0.79
1410-8 0.1 Um 0.1 % 637 41 0.76
GI
I'.
	
3.1.2	 GRID SPACING
An experiment (set 1420) was carried out to check the
effect of the grid structure on shallow-junction solar cells
because it was noticed that 2 x 2-cm, 0.1 9-cm cells made with 45
line patterns consistently displayed' lower Voc than like cells
with 60 line patterns. Line densities were varied (45/cells
60/cell, 89/cell, and 178/cell) and it was observed that Voc
increased with increasing density up to 60/cell and then leveled
off. It has been suggested that increa.vd line density would
a
reduce the excursions in surface potential at Voc that are
revealed in a 2-dimensional analysis of a distributed resistance
a
mode l [2,1]. This explanation has not been confirmed for the con-
tact geometry and sheet resistivities typical of our cells.
	
3.1.3
	
LOW SRV CONTACTS
The processing to form ohmic contacts typically either s
severely disturbs or heavily dopes the contacted surface.
	 A suf-
ficiently disturbed surface .under the contact is a strong source ^.
or sink of both type of carriers.
	 An adequately doped surface
results in a Debye length that is short compared to an easy tun-j _
,
neling distance'.
	 An aluminum alloy step is probably a combina-
^t
tion of the two cases, although the dominant nature is process
dependent,
If the material- to be contacted is already heavily
doped, most contacts will be ohmic in the current density range
of interest without processing beyond the evaporation step.
	 The
ry
surface recombinoltion velocity of such a contact would be low,
)r but could be increased by heating; however, for most purposes
3-7
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this is unnecessary. To put this in perspective, consider an
ohmic contact with an.SRV of 10 6 cm/s on., a material actively
doped to 10 20/cm 3 . The charge flow, that would introduce a
0,1-mV voltage drop in the contopted material, will create at the
surface a deficit of majority ca{`driers (in the limit of small V)
An o gVno/KT 4 x 10- 3no. The 6)orrent density through the con-
tact will be
y	
..	 3 o `,10 20
   .
J ^ en •q •s - ^ x ^.o` 1.6 x 10- 19
6 a	
_ N
10 _ ^ x 10 A/cm 2,
Our "dot" contacts (6,000-9p000 per 2 x 2 cm cell, 5 x 10 om) f if
ohmic, could carry 30 mA/do (3 orders of magnitude more than
required). Therefore, even if the SRV were 10 4 cm/s no resistive
losses would be expected at the contacts, tf, however, the dop-
ing in the material is lowered, the current capacity of the con-
tacts decreases markedly as n decreases, since the tunne ling dis-
tance becomes longer and, therefore, the barrier is less likely
to be penetrated (s decreases). Another problem is the voltage
loss associated with the reduced current capacity of the less
heavily doped emitter layer and the current concentration about
h dt
_ (	 4.	 3 1 2L e of contac s Sec ion	 ).	 ,
When the material doping becomes too low, unheated
contacts become resistive and high current densities result in
	
Y
voltage drops at the contacts. Under these circumstances, dot
k(	 i
t
contacts become detrimental to solar cell characteristics.
Larger area contacts, with their lower current density, would not 	 'f
have such an effect. Large area contacts are also more likely to
'have localized regions of high conductivity in the interface.
(The density of 'these small regions is assumed to be the same
regardless of contact, area.)
3-8
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Small. local regions of high conductivity in a large
area rectifying contact become like dot contacts on. a heavily
doped emitter structure, However, such region in dot contacta
may be far enough apart that severe surface resistance limita-
tions are encountered, especially since the sheet resistivity
(ps) of even a thick, low-doped emitter ' i.s generally higher than
that of a heavily-doped, very thin emitter. (hn emitter doped to
10 10/cm 3 would have to be -2 pm deep to be comparable in 'ps to a
0.2 pm emitter doped to .10 24/cm 3 ,) Figure 3-1 displays the I-V
characteristics of a low doped emitter with dot contacts. The
central curve is the AM0 response with no surface charge added.
The ce ll, when forward biased to voltages beyond the ankle near
Voc, will result in a flattened curve between 0.5 and 0.7 V.
Beyond this region, a second knee is observed and the curve turns';
down again. The total curve is identical to an illuminated diode
in series with a dark diode. The upper curve indicates the
influence of positive charge on the surface of this cell (see
Section 3.2.1), Even though the SRV of the cell is reduced (as
seen in the increased current and voltage), and the sheet
resistivity is lowered by accumulation of majority carriers in
the emitter, the curve 'shape does not lose the ankle near' Voco
The reason is that the charge cannot influence the region below
the grids and, therefore, cannot :alter the tunneling barrier.
The lower curve is the blue response characteristic (with posi-
tive charge) and confirms that sheet resistivity` is not the cause
of the unusual curve shape since reduction in currant does not
r	
alter the shape. If the contacts and AR coating are removed and
replaced with full rid contacts (Figure 3-2), the curve shape isp	 9	 9	 p
returned to a more normal solar cell characteristic. (No change
	
`.	
in surface doping or contact material was made.) This identifies
t
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Figure 3-1. The IV Characteristic of a Cell with Low Doped'
Emitter and Dot Contacts: a) No Surface Charge AMO;
b) Positive Surface Charge AMO; c) Positive
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Figure 3-2. The IV Characteristic OE'' the Same Cell as - in
Figure 3-1. but with Dot Contact; Grids Replaced
by Full (5%) Contact Grids
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the curve shape -problem as clue to recti
contact spacing.
MIS contacts (which have an i
placed between the metal and silicon) w,
problem on low-doped substrates because
larger area ? and ,2) they accumulate chap
thereby reduce the tunneling distances
oxide. Therefore-;, good MIS contacts dii
low SRV regardless of the substrate dop,
low doped emitters, use of dot contacts
low net SRV, but it is unlikely that fu
used if they are heated.) The metal usl
should have a work function low enough
emitter to prevent depletion al: the subi
assist charge transport through the oxic
3.2	 OXI DE-SILICON INTERFACE
The antireflecti've (AR) coating on all cells fabricated
under this contract is thermallyy oxidized tantalum. The surface
recombination velocity (SRV) has been determined to be
	
{
ri	 5 - 7 x 10 3
 cm/9 for Ta205 on heavily doped n-type silicon (1).	 ft
Several experiments (sets 1434, 1436, 1437, 1438, 1439) were
performed in an attempt to dower this value by annealing, of the
Ta205-silicon interface in forming gas (450 and 700 0 C) and by
growth of dry or wet silicon dioxide ( at 7SO O C) layers between,,
the -Ta2O5 and the silicon. ,Success in this endeavor has been
only marginal in that no improvement was observed from single
IT	
step anneal processes and a maximum reduction in SRV of only
20
,
 'percent was inferred from Voc values after use of a dry
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oxidation process for 30 minutes at 750°C The inability to
a
	
	
significantly reduce the SRV is not unexpected since lower values
reported in the literature for the oxide-silicon interface are
almost always measured on undif.fused and much less heavily doped
material. In addition,surface state density has been shown (221
to increase markedly with dopant concentration With the "dot"
contact pattern used on all shallow junction cells at present,
the SRV under the AR coating appears to be the limiting factor.
t
3.2.1
	
TA205
The emitter dark current contribution from SRV depends
upon both. Sp and po Cequatiob (3-3)] where Sp is the recombina-
tion velocity of holes at the surface and po is the hole., concen-
tration.
	
Passi.vation techniques are used to reduce Spe
	 other
techniques	 (such as ion implantation, material modification, or
	
}
electrostatic charging) can alter the oxide to reduce po At the
silicon .surface (Section 3.2.2) by producing strong electric
	
f
r fields with positive charge trapped in or on the oxide.	 Thermal
annealing in forming gas is expected to inject H2 through the AR
coating to tie up loose silicon bonds that would act as recombi-
nation centers at the interface. 	 The failure of this treatment
on thermally oxidized Ta could imply that the silicon bonds° ar e
; t
	all tied up or that other recombination centers dominate the
interface.
,t
4
r	
k
1 t	 3-1.2
j	
^
t
` ( Electrostatic charge applied to the surface of the AR
coating should generate an intense field within the dielectric
and for a very short distance into the heavily-doped emitter.
e	 ; This field can shift the carrier concentrations (and, therefore,
Fermi level) near the surface and thereby alter po,	 the SRVj, and .,
the resultant dark current contribution.	 When such charge is
applied to cells with only thermally oxidized Ta205 coatings, no
4 _ change is observed.*	 There are four possible explanations for
' this negative result.
E a.	 The defect density at the oxide-silicon interface is so
f high that the charge trapped: there prevents any field from enter--
ing the silicon.	 High $RV and low blue response would re,tul.t if
this were. the case.	 We have fabricated cells with a quantum
yield approaching unity at 0,3 pm, which would.. argue against such
high defect densities. 	 However, these cells had very shallow
junction structures with doping gradients which could provide
electric Fields which extend to the surface. 	 Under these circum-
stances,	 the recombination rate at the surface could still be
f 3 moderately high, but the <photogenerated minority carriers are
swept out of the thin surface region (Ws) before recombination
can occur.	 The high recombination rate could, therefore-con-^ r ^
;z tribute to the emitter dark current and lower the open circuit
voltage without hurting the blue response. 	 Another argument'
against , a high Ta205-silicon interface defect density can be
inferred from the results from other oxides which provided poorer
"
I^ C Voc and/or blue response.t^
C
^ A' Zerostat® anti-static pistol, normally .used to neutralize
static charge on phonograph records, was the method of deposit-
ing charge upon the surface.
I
14
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b The charge trapped in the Ta205 exceeds the charge
deposited on the surface, anti, therefore, little change in field
is observed at the interface. It is known (.233 that thermally
oxidized Ta contains negative charge when processed on p-type
silicon. Xf similar charge results in n-type diffused layers, it
will raise the SRV and lower the blue response of our cells 4
Nevertheless, the amount of charge trapped in the Ta205 on p-type
silicon is not adequate to allow a null effect for the charge
applied to the surface.
c. Migration or tunneling of charge through the interface
into the dielectric could be adequate to compensate the surface
charge and, therefore, reduce the electric field at the inter-
face. only minor hysteresis is observed in C-V measurements of
MOS structures with this oxide on p-type silicon (2310 If the
results are similar for heavily doped n-type material, charge
transfer is inadequate to compensate the surface charge.
d. The inability of surface charge to alter Voc would also
result if the change in minority carrier concentration (po) is
offset by a change in SRV as the Fermi level at the interface is
hint d b tt	 t	 ] fi 1d	 Th'ex l ati	 h1 ts	 e y Ke ex erne	 a	 a s	 p an	 on as muc a o
recommend it, since a shift in Fermi. level (FF) will change the
popu lation of the different charge states of a defect ( with
Ed 'a Ep) so as to increase the recombination probability as po
goes; down and decrease it as po is increased. Also fie ld en-
hanced re6ambination can compensate for changes in minority car-
rier population. The argument_ against this explanation is based	 x ;
on the improbability of two or three effects interacting in such
a manner as to cancel out so we;;1.
None of these explanations can be rejected or ,accepted
completely, as yet. It is likely that some combination of these
.'	 effects takes place at the Ta205-silicon interface.
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The scope of this contract did not permit detailed in-
vestigation of this hype of side issue that often surfaced. A
very useful but difficult [?43 test would involve C-V measure-
ments of MOS structures on heavily doped (preferably diffused)
n-type silicon with the thermally oxidized Ta applied as in our
solar cells. However, further testa of the nature of the Ta205
and interface with n-type silicon were carried out by comparison
with other oxide structures.
3. 2.2
	
OTHER OXIDES
Removal of trapped negative charge* from the Ta205
should lower the SRV and reduce the requirements for an extremely
t
shallow junction. In an attempt to replace, the negatively
j,	 charged Ta205 with neutral or positively charged oxides, Nb205,
evaporated SiO and thermally grown oxides were used in variou s {
	
	 _	 	 	 t
combinations. The Ta 205 was the best, by far, which points to
W	 the fact that surface state density and nature (energy levels,
capture cross section, etc.) may be more important than charge
alone. (Passivation of these other oxide-silicon interfaces by
annealing in forming gas or other ambients was not attempted for
all combinations.)
The most successful modification to the COMSAT process
	 r
was an addition of a 30 min,, 750 0 C dry oxidation step after the
thermal oxidation of Ta at 525°C. An average (but not consis-
tent) increase in Voc of -5 mV was observed in cells with this
3	 modification. However, the most interesting change was an onset
Ne ative char a in the Ta 0 is verified b the greater impac t
	
9	 9	 ?, 5	 ^	 g	 P t
of positive surface charge than negative charge on the
IT
structures described below.
!.	
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of sensitivity to surface charge. Cells with Voc 5 635 mV cciuld
be raised to nearly 650 mV by the addition of positive charge to
the surface of the AR coating. Ndgative charge could lower Voc
by a smaller amount. Unfortunately, cells initially near the
650 mV mark dial not show similar gains. Addition of this thin
silicon oxide between the Ta20 5 and the silicon could: a. alter
the density of defects at the oxide-silicon interface; b. reduce
the negative Charge in the Ta205 and/or
 compensa l- it by a posi -
tive charge in the -S10 2 layer; c. black migration of :charge from
the silicon into the Ta205 when a field is applied; and/or
d. alter the interface defect energy levels and/or nature so that
a change in Fermi level would not alter the recombination rates
of the defects.
(set 1441, Table 2-1)
	further annealed in form-	 [
in Voc as was a slightly
	
The hydrogen attachment 	 111
at a Si02 --Si
 interface
a forming gas anneal of
p-type Ta205 structures was observed to lower negative trapped i
charge	 [231).
A probable explanation of the success of Ta205, in
spite of some major limitations,
	 involves the presence of impuri-
ties at the surface of a heavi ly diffused layer. 	As is noted in
Appendix C, the phosphorus diffusion getters material to the
3
silicon surface.	 These impurities, and the phosphorus itself,
can form major interface defect sites during the oxidationof 3
such a surface.	 If these impurities are trapped in or on the iTa205 during the early oxidation stage then the Si surface is
much cleaner by the time the =Si02_ begins to grow.
	 The Si02 under
3-16
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Part of a single set of cells
exposed to the 750 °C oxidation step was
ing gas. A slight improvement was noted
greater sensitivity to surface charging.
to dangling silicon bonds appears useful
but not at a Ta205 interface. (However,
^	
9
r1
T&205 	 for than sili-^	 ^	 there f.oro r	 a much better sur t^ce P" ass iva
con oxides thermal ly grown on bare silicon with similar doping
concentrations.
	
C-V measurements were made on MOS structures
where the oxides were formed on p- type silicon by:	 a. growing
5102 underneath a thermally oxidized sayer of yea (con tinuing the
t oxidation process after all of the Ta is oxidized); and
j
tr
}
. k b. growing a dry oxide on silicon then thermally oxidizing a.
layer of Ta deposited on top.	 The result of the first oxide
structures had opposite trapped charge compared to the second
structure.	 The SiO,) in the first case was probably grown at a
much lower rate. 	 Since no impurities were drawn to the surface
by a diffusion stop in these test, structures, oxide growth rate
may be inoro important H-vkn surface impurity concentration. A
' Cursory attempts at anodic oxidation and acid etching
of the silicon surfaces prior to application o f the AR coating
produced law voltage cells.	 The idea. in .these attempts was to
remove surface contaminants and a small portion of Ws.	 The
4	
z method and/or technique that we tried introduced more problems
than were solved; nevertheless,
	
this concept is sound and should
he pursued.
The use of surface charge to increase Voc is a useful
tool.	 However,	 it does not provide a permanent improviceaent.
Section 4.3 discusses a more permanent structure with great prom-
ise in the use of Sio which has a Large positive trapped charge 
densi ty.	 Work at NBS has involved implantatit `-, ,11 of Na into ' anr
oxide for similar purposes	 C25I .	 Later sections will describe
other results of tests involving surface charging as a tool.
IT,
4
` a
i
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3.3	 EMITTER HUNK
Use of the "dot" contacts gives a value of A ,/At = 10-3
in equation (3-1). Therefore, the contribution from she contact
regions is small relative to that from the rest of the emitter
and JdN 9 30Since SWs/D << 1 for the oxide used, equa-
tion (3-5) reduces to JON	 qn ( g + WS/TN,)/ND,- i.e., a simple sum
of the surface and heavily doped layer components.
in the previous section, the surface-related term was
discussed; in this section the surface layer and bulk of the
emitter will be discussed. To differentiate the two terms more
clearly, equations (3-5) and (3-3) are combined with the
SWs/D << l assumption to g ive:
JO ' gpo9 qn Ws/ TOD*	 (3- 6)
u
^i
t
II
Ilf
^a
where; po is the hole concentration at the surface and use of
this; form rather than n2/N* (which terms are not affected by
f ield) more clearly indicates the influence of surface fields on
the dark current contribution from the surface; n 2/N D gives the	 §
hole contribution in the emitter region where fields are too
weak to modify the hole concentration; and the implicit depen-
dence of doping concentration and heavy doping effects are dis-
played in N*D'
Chronologically, the first efforts at reducing JodN	 y
involved the lowering qri: Ws. Since this heavily .doped surface
layer grows linearly with time {t) and the remainder of the
emitter (xj - Ws) grows as /_t, short diffusion time is the best
means of reducing Ws without lowering xj too much. ( i f xj gets
too small, problems with cell fill factor become severe as a
result of strong junction fields and interaction with surface
3-18
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defects.) Diffusion times as short as 5 minutes at 820 0C have
produced successful cells (f.f. > 0.79). However, the majority
of these cells displayed lower fill factors. Moreover, Voc did
not improve for diffusion times below 15 minutes at 8200C. A
slight reduction in JdN could be observed with decreasing time,
but an increase in the n ^! 2 component of dark current ( from the
junction region kept Voo from rising. A number of variations in
emitter dopant and doping profile were attempted in an attempt to
reduce both the n = 1 and n 9 2 components and improve the yield
of high quality cells.
L	 3.3.1	 EMITTER PROFILE
The major goal of emitter modification was to provide a
very thin, heavily doped surface layer (Ws) with an abrupt drop
r, Y
	
	 in doping adjacent and a more gradual gradient in the junction
region to spread out the space charge region and reduce the elec
" ^	 t i fi ld	 th	 t'	 Th'	 t,	 th h' h-1r c	 e s 	 a J %A	 aon.	 is varia Zon on	 a ig	 ow
emitter [10 1 must not increase the size (and, therefore, the re-
combination volume) of the space charge region too much, or there
will be an increase in dark current from the junction [1]
	 (A
minimum in junction dark current is to be found between the high-
field, narrow-space-charge regime, and the high-recombination,
' ► 	 broad-space-charge regime.) Several processes were tried in the
attempt to obtain the "ideal" profile.
a. Arsenic is capable of creating a high concentration \V^
surface layer with a very abrupt drop in doping beyond.
	 l
Therefore,	 f
r	
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(l)	 a shallow arsenic diffusion followed by a low con- ^{
centration phosphorus diffusion to form a deep
junction,,	 or
(2)
	 a phosphorus diffusion followed by a shallow
arsenic diffusion which would lower the,P
concentrat ion and drive in the P to form a deep
junction would provide near ideal shape.
b.	 A	 sha llow P diffusion followed by a cleaning step to
remove the spin-on dopant, a 16-hour drive - in step, and, , then a
second shallow diffusion would provide near ideal shape. 	 ( This
process of diffusion-clean-drive-diffusion will be referred to as
the dcdd process.	 Other processes, such as long diffusion-
clean-diffusion,	 ldcd = and diffusion-clean.-drives dcd, are minor
_	
variations.)
c.	 Anodic oxidation and etching is a means of reducing Ws ^?
on a medium junction cell to provide an "improved" but not
ideal profile.
d.	 A shallow diffusion on a thin, lightly boron-doped,
epitaxial layer would provide a long space charge region while
maintaining strong gradients in the emitter.
	 The site of the
space charge, layer is controlled by the doping in the epi -Layer.
e.	 Variations in the composition of N250C might allow the
codiffusion of P and As to provide the ideal profile in a single
step. 1
R	 None of the above processes produced cells with better
Voc than a single diffusion with N250C and most resulted in sg-
nificantly poorer cells for one reason or another.
a.	 Results poor - Voc and ISM were low.
	 See *^
Sections 3.3.2 and C.3.
r ^	
\
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b. Results good - Voc was comparable with single
diffusion results, the fill factor was improved
(0.00-0.51, vs 0.79-0.80), but the blue response
was down as expected. See Section 3.3.4.
c. Results poor Voc and fill factor were down. See
Section 3.2.2.
d. Results mixed - base diffusion length Ln was very
poor, but Voc was better than would-be expected
for such low Ln. See Sections 2.3 and 3.3.6.
e. Results poor both voltage and fill factor were
down. See Sections 3.3.3 and C,3-.
1	
y^
i
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The inability of the modified profiles to raise Voc is
attributed to the limitation created by the y SRV (Section 3.2)
The improvement in fill factor for the dcdd process is a positive
step which predicts that if the SRV limitation can be overcome,
cells with both high Voc and high fill factor can be fabricated.
3.3.2 Arsen ic Doped Emitters
During the contract, periodic attempts were made to use
arsenic as a means of a. increasing the surface donor concentra-
tion	 ('4 x 102 0 /cm 3 vs 2 x 10 1^0/cm 3 for phosphorus); b. altering
the	 'unction^	 profile	 (to provide a high-low emitter); and c. re-
ducing the lattice stress which could propagate damage into the
junction.	 Hope was raised in this endeavor since use of Emulsi-
tone N250C spin-on dopant has been so successful.	 This material
contains four times as much arsenic as phosphorus and its use has
resulted in reproducibly better cells than use of gaseous phos-
phorus sources.
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Attempts at arsenic doping alone (with Emuleitone si-i	 1?	 , p 9	 p n._
on ,sources, sets 1421 and 1435) resulted in poor -or cell perform-
ance characteristics than those resulting from use of N250C. Usb
of N250C. eitherri.or to sets 1428 and 1430. or subsequent
 ( 	 to)	 9
(set 1422) arsenic doping improved the situation, but not to a
point comparable to N2500 alone (see Section C.3). `Doping con-
centration profiles from secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS)
data (Figure 0,1) indidate that despite the higher arsenic con
centration in N250C, the arsenic concentration in an N250C dif-
fused surface will be two orders of magnitude less than the phos=
phorus concentration. However, sheet resistivity measurements on
arsenic diffusions alone indicate doping concentrations in excess
_	
2 0	 3	 .^of 10 /cm	 The conclusion that the presence of phosphorus
reduces arsenic diffusion is inescapable.
Since 'arsenic diffusions alone do not give good re-
sults, but arsenic with phosphorus (as N250C) does, an attempt
was made to vary the ratio of arsenic to phosphorus in a single
mixture. Two variations from the basic N250C formulation weve
tried (Appendix C.3). One had a reduced phosphorus concentration
(LoP/RA) and the other had a reduced phosphorus and arsenic con-
centration (LQP/LoA). A series of diffusion schedules (sets 1448
and 1449) were carried out with the new formulations on 1 0-cm
material. Sheet resistance and junction depth measurements have
indicated that the interaction between the diffusing 'dcpants'is
more complicated than expected. It appears that only -a high con-
centration of phosphorus suppresses arsenic diffusion, but a high
concentration of arsenic strongly enhance s phosphorus diffusion.y
i	 The use of the LoP/RA mixture, therefore, provides a {good donorj
profile for a high-low emitter by driving a low concentration of
phosphorus in front of a shallow heavily doped arsenic layer.	 j
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Xa	 Other results from these experiments include confirma-
tion that both blue response and open circuit voltage are reduced
when arsenic is used (alone or with phosphorus in concentrations
250	 d that minority carrier lifetime in thebelow that in N C) an 	 _ 	 1	
bulk is degraded for high concentration arsenic diffusions above
850°C. Three hypotheses are proposed to explain the data:
a	 The surface recombination velocity (SRV) of arsenic-
doped silicon is higher than for phosphorus-doped silicon.
b. The arsenic doping relieves stress in the heavily dif-
fused region and thereby increases the mobility over a region
heavily doped with phosphorus (therefore, the junction fields
have less opportunity to draw carriers away from the surface
before recombination occurs).
c. The active doping in heavily arsenic-diffused layers
may exceed that of phosphorus-diffused layers. If this were the
ease, the majority carrier concentration would increase and
therefore the Auger recombination would also increase and the
blue response would decrease. The effective doping which could
raise Voc would probably not increase much but this prediction
depends upon which bandgap narrowing model is used.
A high SRV'(as in a.) would not reduce the open circuit
voltage on deep arsenic-diffused cells, but such devices have not 	 ,.
t	 been fabricated because of the time required for low temperature
y diffusions. A higher mobility in arsenic-doped material (as in
b.) would not alter Voc [see equation (3-6)], but in deep junc-
tion cells, would reduce the minority carrier gradient toward the
`
	
	
junction and thereby reduce the blue response. When compared to
phosphorus-doped material, a high mobility in As-diffused silicon
could show up in experiments comparing the two dopants in deep
3-23
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junction cells where D becomes important (equation (3-2)). If
Auger recombination is higher in the As-doped emitters (TA is
smaller), these cells (as in c.) would be ,dominated by the
heavily-doped layer rather than SRVr and the emitter dark cur-
rents should be more sensitive to variations is Ws than our N250C
diffused cells.
The present status of arsenic-doped solar cells is that
solar cell characteristics are degraded by use of this dopant,
either alone or in conjunction with phosphorus, when it is the
dominant source of donors. Therefore, in spite of our ability to
diffuse nearly ideal emitter profiles* by combined use of As and
Pr this technique does not appear useful in solar cell process-
ing. However f a comparison of As and P-doped emitters might
provide data and insight on surface recombination velocities and/
or stress effects on mobility.
xg
C
This section describes the effort to raise Voc by re-
z,
ducing the heavy-doping effects [6] andr thereby, raise N** in	 ?
equation (3-5). A comparison of cells with low-doped emittersr
with and without shallow heavily-doped surfaces, provides impor-
tant information as to the effectiveness of doping profiles)
doping concentration, and surface passivation.
Theoretical calculations, based on several of the
bandgap-narrowing models [51-[71 predict an optimum effective
emitter concentration (N*,) at an actual duping level near
D
P ofiles -were deduced from sheet resistivity and junction depth	 t
measurements.
	
..
{{q}py
{
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3.3.3	 LOW-DOPED EMITTERS
r,
<	 < 10 19 phosphorus atoms/cm 3 .	 We have obtained these surface con-
centrations by d,iff union fro m
 low concentration sources and by
s
diffusing a th in layer of hea ••ily-doped silicon, ' removing ther
T spin-on source, an d driving the remaining dopant into the silicon
over a long period of time.
	
The first process provides a lightly
19doped ( N5 x 10/cm 3 ) shallow layer and the second;
 N	 Y	 Process (dcd)
provides a lightly doped (-10 19/cm 3 ) deeper layer. 	 In both
casesp the Auger recomb inat ion Wil l be much lower than in the
heavily doped surfaces and the effective doping should be higher.
Therefore, JdN should be lower (because of 
NU> and dominated
by S
	
[see equation (3-5)) .	 Since the surface doping is lower
' than that of regular cells, S should be lower also.
	 The cell z
should also be more responsive to surface charge, since the Debye
'	 r 4 length is longer in the less heavily-doped surface material, and
Po at the surface will be more easily altered by externally
applied fields.
`
Table 3-3 gives the results of a series of experiments
to identify the impact of low emitter concentrations on cell
f characteristics.	 A more lightly-doped base (1 Q-cm) was chosen
to reduce the probability of excess acceptor buildup at the emit-
ter surface (see Figure C-1) which would have a particularly
harmful effect on cells with low donor concentrations in the,
emitter.	 The dark current contribution from the bulk is higher
for l n-cm cells but the influence of emitter structure is still' x
r apparent.	 Dot contacts were used to assure contributions to JdN
only from the oxide interface and the emitter bulk. 	 Shallow
ft (145.1-4 1 5)	 and deep (1450-7,8) 	 junction cells with heavily doped
- .` emitters are used to define the oxtreime conditions of cells domi-
C nated by SRV and emitter bulk, respectively.
	 Addition of a low
doped step (^10 19/cm3) to separate the junction from the heavily
dnnAel	 a ► rrfaria	 (l d53-1 .7	 vc _	 1 dS1 - d _ r%I- -raAf-aa	 a .Arnn	 '4 n	 hl rsa
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a. An effective high-low barrier exists between regions
doped at 2 x 10 20 /cm3 and 10 19 /cmg , Therefore, bandgap narrowing
does not fit the models which predict a reduction in effective
doping with an increase in actual doping [5]-[7} (Section 3- 4)
b. Surface recombination velocity at the 10 19 /cm 3 level
appears to be comparable to that at the 2 x 10 20 /cm3 level
(-5 x 10 3 cm/s). ({Negative charge trapped in the Ta205 would
have a greater effect on the lower-doped emitter surface, thus
-preventing the expected decrease in SRV.)
c. Based on change in Voc and expected contributions from
the bulk (base and emitter), the dark current from the emitter
surface, as a result of added surface charge, should decrease
t	 ^^
N
slight difference in AR coating thickness between batches 1451
and 1453 makes the change in Ib appear more drastic than it
really is.
s
E.	 r
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current (=b)* but has no significant impact on Voc Addition of
the heavily doped surface layer (1453-1,2,6,7) to d deep, low-
doped emitter (1453-3,4,8.9) creates a major increase in lb and a
, li.stinct rise in VO C . The varied dependence of Voc and lb on
junction depth (x j ) and surface condition points to an emitter, 	 i
which (for Xj w 7 pm): 1) allows transport of minority carriers
through it; 2) captures some minority carriers generated by blue
light within it; and 3) has a high enough SRV so that SL /D
 ? 1
(see Figure 2-1). The addition of a positive charge to the front
surface of the AR coating reduces the SRV but is not as effective
at this as is a heavily-doped surfa ce layer ( compare footnoted
values in Table 3-3 with 1453-60). The cell data in the table
provide evidence for strong statements about heavy doping effects
and SRV.
1 5
by more than a factor of , 2.	 Since the heavily doped layer is ►
even more effective, the effective doping at 2 x 1020/CM3 could l).
well be three.to four times that at 101/cm3 
Some other low doped structures were examined in prepa-,
ration for MINP`:: work 	 These results,	 shown in Table 3-4, are
from cells with relatively shallow, low-doped emitters and ultra-
shallow moderately-doped emitters. 	 Cell 1460-4 had an overnight ^j- 3
r.	 drive-in (diffusion after a light deposition of N250, 	 a short
d iffusion, and removal of excess) . 	 Cell. 1460 -2 was treated in a
,
1
similar manner but a Ta205 layer was thermally grown, on the waferf
surface prior to this drive-in step (Si02 will grow under the
Ta205 during drive-in), 	 Of particular intere p t here is the fact
that negative charge can also increase the current collection in ^	 --
this cfse where a thick t thermal silicon-oxide is present on the
surface.	 The 'Voc changes in the expected manner, but only to a
a
very small extent.
Cell 1460-4 acts in a more expected manner, and the
lower respo,4se to a negative charge compared to a positi ve charge
implies that the Tra205 does in fact contain negative charge
trapped within it.	 The near total collection of photocarr,iers
t	
generated in the surface region, when positive charge is applied
to 01P AR coating, is different than that seen, in Table 3-3 for
,
deep, low-doped emitter. cells. 	 The very low voltage when recom-
bination losses at the front surface are made near zero is hard
to explain unless the effective donor concentration is two orders
of magnitude J.c,ss than that of heavily-doped emitters.
	 If this
f	 were the case, a greater response to surface charge would be
A structure utilizing MIS contacts and charged oxides to
accumulate an n+ surface in a lightly doped n layer on a p-type
substrate.
tThick relative to Si02 -grown under Ta205 for 30 min.. 'at 750.°C.'
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expected.	 The possibility of heavy compensation by boron, from
the 0.1 n-cm background and/or additionall y	accumulated during^	 	
	 Y	 9
'	 they diffusion (Figure C-1), would reduce charge effects and
account fora poor effective donor concentration.:
The very large impact of surface charge on the very
shallow emitter of cell 1460- 6 is in part due to the increas e in
surface conductivity resulting from accumulation of the n°type
` silicon in the diffused emitter.	 The propagation of field into
the diffused emitter implies an increased junction 'barrler height
and corresponding Voc. 	 Since the charge cannot reach beneath the
full benefit	 f	 he increased junction potent ial cannotcontacts,	
	
 	 o.	 t	 _	 a	 	
be realized but the influence on dark current is seen. 	 MIS don-
tacts could take full advantage of both effects (see Sec-
tion 442)	 The very low voltages could alternatively be a result:s,
of leakage currents through or around the very thin junction;
however, shunt resistance was measured to be in the 1 kit range r,
and that is too high to cause any loss of Voc. 	 Tunneling through
F	
a portion of the very shallow high concentration gradient, emit-
ter, would influence (shunt) the forward biased cell but not the
unbiased cell. t
I
3.4	 BANDGAP NARROWING FROM HEAVY DOPING`:
y	
a
We have seen,in Section 2.1 that an effective p+ back
byon 0.1 9-cm material has not been achieved	 diffusion proces-
ses.	 Recent work at NASA/Lewis	 (private communication, }
G	 Vic Weizer) has confirmed the.>e results for boron doped layers,
'	 diffused by laser heating, where the active doping should be 'sig-
nificantly greater than that possible by diffusion. 	 The 'band .
 gap TM
-narrowing model of Slotboom and Degraaff	 (8] predicts an
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improvement in the pp + barrier characteristic above —10 20/cm 3 and
this is observed in nn+ barriers (Section 3.1 3.3). Three explana-
tions are possible:
a. There is a difference in bandgap narrowing with heavy
doping above 3 x 10 19/cm 3 in n- and p-type silicon. Theory (5]
predicts that bandgap narrowing would be more severe in n-type
silicon. However, this theory also predicts a functional depend-
' ence of bandgap narrowing with "n and p doping concentration that
is quite different from that experimentally observed in thf.s work
and in Reference 8.
b. The p+ layers had ohmic surfaces and their thicknesses
were less than the diffusion lengths in the p + material so that
the surface, not the p+ bulk, dominated recombination in the p+
regions.
c. The measurement techniques were not sensitive enough to
detect an improvement in pp+ barrier characteristics. Roth gamma
current, Iyy and Voc measurements should be sensitive to changes
in the back surface for she cell parameters used. However, no
distinction can be made between changes in the back surface and
in the bulk diffusion length.
Studies of p+pn cells (thin p layer) with light inci-
dent on the p+ surface should be a method of verifying the band-
gap narrowing model for p-type silicon, as was done for n-type
silicon in Section 3,.3.3.
For the present, we feel that the Slotboom and
DeGraaff [8] model fits both n- and p-type silicon data for dop-
ing below 2 x 10 19/cm 3 . Results in n.-type silicon appear to show-
somewhat less bandgap narrowing than predicted above
2 x 10 19/cm 3 . Results in p-type silicon appear to indicate
i,	 greater bandgap narrowing than predicted above 2 x 1019/cm3.
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4. DOUBLE DIFFUSED CELLS'
The best cell ( 1408-8) fabricated so far under this
contract is characterized, with and without a eoverslide, in
Figure 4-1. It is seen that this cell is healthy in all respects
prior to being covered: however, it appears that the cell has had
its fill factor reduced as a result of being covered (0.80-0.78).
Nevertheless, the expected increasers in tsc and Voc are observed
for the cove red cell. The quantum-yield data are presented in
Figure 4-2 along with data from a deeper junction cell
(x j	 1.6 um) from the same batch and a shallow junction
(xj	 0.1 um) single diffused cell (1407-3). A quantum yield in
excess of 0.8 at 300 nm is very good, but shallower junctions
should improve i t further and raise Isc by > 4 mA.
Results of an analysis of the illuminated I-V charac-
teristic of the bare cell 1408-8 .are shown in Figure 4-3. The
data are fitted with three components of the diode equation;
p
a.The junction recombination (Jr) term with an n c 2
slope;	 a
b. The diffusion current (Jd) term with an n _ 1 slope;.
and
c. The current leakage term resulting _ f rom shunt
resistance (Rsh)•
The series- resistance (Rs) is varied to get the best correlation
of data to the diode equation. It is seen that neither Rs or Rsh
contributes to the curve shape near Pmax (at V 5 560 mV) but that
the n = 1 and n = 2 terms are nearly identical at this point and
J r will, therefore, reduce Pmax . The fill factor (FF) for this
cell exceeds 0.80 despite the strong n
	 2 contribution, but will
f,
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rnot increase _as Voc is increased unless Jr is reduced. There-
fore, it is seen that to achieve cells with significantly higher
maximum power, both Jd and Jr must be reduced.
R
	
^ D	 4. 1 	 PROCESSING
Fabrication was a combination of COMSAT and NASA/Lewis
developments. Critical factors include the dot contact [12) and
the Ta205 AR coating [23) which lower the effective surface re-
combination velocity and permit use of shallow functions to
achieve the resulting high blue response without ,loss of Voc	 in
fact, the best values for Voc were obtained for tho cells with
highest blue response. The NASA/Lewis development is the use of
a two-step diffusion process with intervening etch step [201.
Without this two-step process, the best voltages obtained were
nearly as good but not consistently as good. The specific steps
used here are:
a. An overnight (17 hr) drive-in at 880°C of an
(Fmulsitone) N250C spin-on, followed by
b. An etch step that removes nearly all of the diffused
layer, and then
c. A 15-min. diffusion at _820°C, again with N2,50C.
The back surface has 1 um of evaporated aluminum	
4
applied prior to the second diffusion.
Tantalum metal >is , evaporated over a fine line grid
(50 lines/cm) pattern of photoresist. The photoresist is removed
	
(	 and the remaining Ta oxidized at 525 0 C. Chrome-gold contacts are
evaporated in a grid pattern at right angles to the pattern in
4-5
the Ta2O5 on the cell front (resulting in 5 x ;10 um` "dot" con-
tacts at the intersections) and over all the back surface. All
metal is silver plated and a 2 x 2 cm square cell is cut out of
the round wafer and given a quick edge-etch to remove saw damage
and other sources of shunt resistance. Standard solid-state fab-
	 i
rication practice is followed in cleaning the silicon slices
prior to and during processing. 	
ri
4.2	 DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSTS
	
n
A major effort of this contract' was directed toward im-,
{{
	 proving Voc by use of shallow, abrupt junctions to reduce theL
volume of heavily-doped (and, therefore	 band ar	 g p-narrowed) mate-
rial which can contribute so strongly to the emitter Ut-k cur-
rent.
	
Use of dot contacts reduced the recombination at the
contacts and,
	
thereby, permitted the reduction of junction depths;
to below 0.1 Um in 0.1 s2-cm material without the increase in id	 a
E	 experienced with full contacts.	 Reduction of carrier losses in
the emitter and its surface resulted in a quantum yield at 300 nm
approaching unity.	 The use of shallow junctions was not entirely	 [
without cost as two problems were observed to correlate directly
with reduced function depth. 	 Shunt current and junction recombi-
nation bo"h became more significant as the junction was -moved
closer to the surface-. 	 The shunt currents could sometimes be
reduced to insignificant levels by use of a longer edge etch; but
often a residual, low shunt resistance was still present and the
cell fill factor was reduced.
	 The junction recombination current
Or) has been found to increase markedly with reduced junction
	
t
depth and has been attributed to field-enhanced recombina-
tion	 [1].	 Again,	 the fill factor is lowered as this n = 2
4.6	
Y
LI
component is increased. Use of the two-step diffusion process
appears to have reduced both of these problems.
Typically, the front junction is created using N250C in
a short, low-temperature process as a simple, reliable mrrthod of
providing a high-quality n"' layer. Diffusion with the N250C
spin-on dopant results in migration of impurities '`tgettering
R	 including boron, into the diffused region (see Section C.3),
These Bettered impurities can shunt the junction and also lower
the lifetime in the junction and emitter regions. As a conse-
quence of etching off-the results of a diffusion, the material 1
with most of the impurities is removed. Therefore, the shunt
E
	
	
resistance is higher and the Jr term is lower after a subsequent
diffusion. Table 4-1 gives the pertinent characteristics of two
sets of cells. Set 1407 is diffused with N250C at 820 0 0 for 15
minutes, and set1408 has had an overnight diffusion with N250C
at 880 0 C followed by different etch times prior to the same N250C
diffusion at 820 0 0 for 15 minutes. Comparison of the two sets of
data indicates several differences resulting from a pred'iffusion.
Most important are a 10-mV increase in Voc and an improved fill
factor with more consistent results within a set. The penalty
paid is a reduced Isc and blue current Ib,. The improved Voc is
explained by the Tower Jd; the better fill factor is due to the
lower JRC* and higher RSH (Table 4-1). Since the diffusion
lengths (as indicated by 1.) are nearly the same, Jdp (that por-
tion of Jd from the p-type base) will be the same unless the min-
ority carrier diffusion coefficient, D. is changed [14) . If D
changes, an opposite change in minority carrier lifetime T is
required to maintain a constant value of L -since L _ /D—T. If Jdp
Rc is th e junction recombination current extrapolated beck from
Amax to V = 0 assuming n 2.
W 4-7
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^e is unchanged by the prediffusion step, then the decrease in Jd
must be a result of decreased JdN,, Material improvement in the
emitter and junction regions appears to be the mechanism respon-
sib,le For improvement of Voc in the double-diffused cells
fabricated under this contract.
E
t>
^^
4.3	 HYPOTHESES
The double diffusion process used to fabricate cells
with Voc > 650 mV had an influence that does not easily Fit pies-
f ent models.	 if only a deep junction cell showed such a high
k voltage, then a fit to the general model could be made by assume-i r
r ing that the mobility p (and thus D in equation 3-2) 	 in the
emitter were somehow reduced.	 This hypothesis is supported by
the observed loss in blue current which would result from the
increased emitter transit time, which increases the minority car-
r rier concentration in the emitter and therefore allows a higher
chance for carrier recombination in the bulk and at the surface
€ of the emi tter.
If o, my a shallow junction cell exhibited high voltage
as a consequence of the double diffusion process, then the simple
model would suggest a reduction in S rather than mobility since
removal of the bulk contribution term	 f,Ws /TA in equation (3-5))
isprobably not adequate to cause the observed voltage increase.
r
a
However, in the case of reduced S, the blue response would in-
^ r
crease rather than decrease as observed; therefore, this hypo-
thesis will not stand alone.
Since 650-mV cells have been fabricated with junction
depths of both 1.5 and -0.15 t,m, the possibility of other mecha-
nisms must be examined. ' An increase of effective doping ND in
t_
4-9
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equation (3-2) is one of the possibilities examined. It has been.
p'co,)+rased (1) that the compensating acceptors in the ll -anitter in-
crease the bandgap narrowing in the n+ layer. in the process of
studying the doping profile of diffused structures, some support
for this hypothesis was provided. STMS data of 0.1 n-cm silicon
diffused with Fmulsitone N250C spin-on dop-ant (Figure C-1) indi-
cated a very high concentration of boron at the surface. A blank
silicon wafer with no diffusion or heat treatment was similarly
measured (Figure 4-4) and no excess surface boron concentration
was observed. A hypothesis is proposed that the boron buildup
during the first diffusion is removed in the subsequent etch
step, and as a consequence, the buildup during the second diffu -
sion is reduced. Figure 4-5 shows such a reduced build up and
also hints that out-diffusion (perhaps with "emitter push") re-
duces the boron concentration slightly ink.`the layer beneath the
surface. The .first effect (reduced buildup) should lower the
bandgap narrowing in the emitter surface layer and the snvgond
effect (out-diffusion) could reduce the bandgap narrowing in the
rest of the emitter. if the boron surface concentration J, ,  .lot
electrically active-, other effects such as changes in minority
carrier lifetime and/or mobility must be considered.
In an attempt to simulate the undoping of boron from
the wafer surface, high temperature oxidation was tried (Fig-
ure C-21. However, no improvement was observed whe,i solar cells
fl
fl
it
^	
r
'x
k
k	 ^	 t 3
were fabricated from such oxidized material. (A degraded bulk
lifetime points to damage introduced by the high temperature
step.) A second attempt was made to reduce the boron surface
T	 concentration by using 2-Um, 50-100 n-cm, p-type, commercially
{	 prepared, eptaxial layers on 0.1 n-cm substrates. The wafers
were made into cells with the N250C diffused into the epi layer.
The base diffusion lengths of the resultant cells were less than
r
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50 um, or from 5 .10 times lower than %- cells fabricated from the
4same- material without an epitaxial layer.	 Since open.-circuit ^^
voltages approaching 630 mV were obtained in spite of the low
value for Ln, several attempts were made to getter and/or anneal
the materialrior to, during, and , after the diffusion step.p	 gr	 p•
Only minor improvement was abservyd.___Home samples were processed
with the epi layer etched off, and diffusion lengths were still
}	 low.	 The problem was attributed to substrate poisoning during J
}	 the epitaxial deposition.
The effoirt ( as; above) to provide verification of the
f'	 influence of boron on the double diffused cells was not success-
ful.	 Nevertheless, this hypothesis logically explains the data
L
E	 available.
One of the early d ;iff;lculties with the double diffusion R
process was control of the etch rate in a diffused sample with
the 100 : 1, HNO3 HF acid used.	 A well -controlled hydrazine etch
allowed us to etch off thick layers 	 ('1-2 j,m)	 to within a few per-
cent of desired thickness.	 The first double diffusion cells made
using this process were almost exactly that expected from single,st }
.J
diffused cells of the same structure; 	 i.e., the voltages did not
show the improvement and the blue current did not show losses
f	
expected from the new process. 	 A possible explanation of this
result	 [20]
	
is that the long first diffusion of the double dif-
fusion process stresses the material in such a manner as to sig-
nificantly reduce the mobility in the emitter and -perhaps beyond.
There is evidence that differences exist in stress relief when
b
usi l acid etches as opposed to basic etches
	 [26) •
1
`
J.'
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4.4	 SUMMARY
aE
High-quality shallow-junction solar cells have been
- fabricated on 0.1 n-cm float zone refined silicon using N250C.
1 j Use of a process similar to the NASA/Lewis double-diffusion pro-
cess has reduced shunt leakage and junction recombination cur-
rents while adding 5-10 mV to the average open-circuit voltages a
j k obtained from our single-diffusion process. 	 I-V analysis indi-
cates that the junction recombination current has a small
influence on open-circuit voltage and a more significant influ-
ence on the fill factor,
{ Lj
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5. I-V CHARACTERISTICS
The primary effort in this contract was directed at
increasing Voc. It is desirable that the other I-V characteris-
tics (which had been optimized previously) not be degraded in the
process of improving Voc. Such degradation could be innate to
the structure or process or a result of non-optimized conditions.
In only a few instances were the voltages enhanced If the other
characteristics were not near optimum.
^r
p
5.1	 SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT'
Several structures which were designed to increase Bloc
resulted in lower Isc•
H
I
a. In Section 3.1.2, it was noted that grid spacing has an
influence on Voc. The finer grid spacing (required _for-maximum
A Voc) increases the grid shadowing and, therefore, lowers Isc• i
b. MIS structures require a metallic layer over the whole
surface, thereby introducing an optically absorbent layer which
a	 also increases the surface reflectance. (The actual Voc at AMO
was lower than the best diffused cells because the metalization
was not optimized for optical't`ransmission and no AR coating was
applied, Section 6.1.)
c. Double diffused cells with the best voltages also had
reduced blue response (Section 4).
d. Decreased base resistivity (to 0.1 R-cm) was expected
to reduce Isc as well as the base dark current by lowering 'both
t.'	 Ln and increasing Nd (Section 2.4). However, we have main-
tained diffusion lengths of 0.1 9-cm material at the values
C}	 5-1
U7
typical of 1-n cm material (set 1455). Therefore, further reduc-
tion in resistivity is expected to result in only a small de-
crease in Ln and 'Isc, a decrease in Jdp, and an increase in Voc.'
The limitation in base doping will be reached when Ln is domi-
nated by Auger recombination and/or when heavy doping effects
prevent any further increase in effective doping, Section 2.4.
Some structures optimized for Ise would reduce Voc.
fl
II
a.	 A textured,	 (or nonreflective) surface 	 [271	 improves
!	 light collection, but it also increases the emitter- surface area
and volume, and therefore lowers Voc.
b.	 Choice of different metals or use of transparent con-
ductors in MIS structures can result in increased Isc but the t
work functions are likely to be less appropriate for high Voc.
c.	 The use of Ta205 (thermally oxidized Ta) as an AR
coating provides the best optical coupling (when a coverslide is
used) and also the beat voltages obtained on diffused' cells; how-
ever, the negative charge trapped within the layer lowers- Voc to
aome extent.	 Use of slowly evaporated SiO (to provide a positive
trapped. .charge). on a thermally oxidized surface has been reported
to provide superior voltages in an MINP structure Ull .	 Unfortu-
nately, SiA absorbs in the ultraviolet and does not. have the
optimum index of refraction for covered cells; therefore, lower
t	 Isc results.
F
Some improvements in current collection can be made
without incurring Voc degradation.
a.	 Use of sawtooth coverslides	 [131
	
can increase the cell
current by refracting light between the grids.	 This allows a
ri
5-2
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-small grid spacing to be maintained without the penalty of in-
creased grid coverage. (In permitting thicker grids, it also
allows light concentration without series resistance and, there-
fore, permits improved efficiency.)
b. I£ MIS back contacts are effective enough to lower SRV
in this region, then the cells can be made thinner (with possible
increase in Voc) and back surface reflection, inherent in this
~ structure, would increase cell red response.
Means of improving Isc in high voltage solar cells
which do not hurt Voc, therefore, include;
a. Sawtooth coverslides,
b. Back surface reflectors,
c. Shallow junctions,
d. Wrap around contacts,
e. MIS or low contact back layers, if lower SRV can be
attained thereby,
f. Charged oxides (front and back) , if lower SRV can be
attained thereby, and
g. Nonreflective front surfaces, only if the resultant
percentage increase of emitter dark current is not
n.w^J.wv 41nsr. 4M^4 wI: 4hw ^.^w..w^ewA T
Mt
u
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b. shunt resistance ( leakage currents) , and
c. junction recombination.
When using shallow-junction, low-contact-area-structures, all of
these effects must be addressed.
Series resistance shows up in several ., ways.	 A simple
ohmic ,loss in the grids is the easiest to model.	 However,	 it is
not a likely problem with the high grid density used in this con-
tract	 (Section 3.1.2) .	 An expected problem might be the -
spreading resistance in the shallow emitter layer since carriers
have to travel further to reach the dot contacts than they would
to reach bar contacts.	 The dot contacts are spaced at --0.2 -mm
intervals so that the maximum distance a carrier need trave l
 is 1
N0.14 mm.	 This corresponds to a grid density of 33/cm which is
more than adequate for almost any -emitter with a, surface a
k
concentration of 10 2 /cm 3 .	 -
In low-doped emitters, the sheet resistivity is kept at
reasonable levels by increasing the emitter thickness.
	 However, t
a more serious problem is encountered with the low area, .low SRV
contacts used here. 	 These contacts are non-ohmic, Schottky bar- {
riers and, therefore, are severely affected by lowered emitter
doping which increases the barrier width through which carriers
must tunnel (Section 3.3.3)4
	 use of MIS or larger area contacts
solve this problem.
E
The change in illuminated I-V curve shape is different i
for each of the above cases. 	 In the simple series resistance
case, the absolute value of the slope dI/dV at the voltage inter-
cept is reduced.	 In the high spreading resistance case, the
curve shape at the intercepts is generally unaltered and the
"knee"	 is just "softened," almost as if an increased n = 2
componeiit were present [21);. The Schottky barrier case provides
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a soft knee and an "ankle" near the voltage intercept (Fig
ure 3-1). This shape is more often seen in cases where th
contact is improperly made on the moderately doped substra
Shunt resistances are associated with edge effec
or surface defects (leakage-current,. paths) . in shallow ju
heavily doped cells, the electric fields in the junction.r
are very high because the Debye lengths are so low. Under
conditions, leakage would be especially high and extreme c
must be exercised in fabrication to prevent damage to surf
edges of the cells. Damage associated with the contacts (
uted to thermally activated dissolution of silicon into th
contacts) has been reported [28]. our use of unheated, do
tacts removes this as a problem. We did find it necessary
edge-etch the wafers (after slicing) more than 1 mil to so
problem of defects at the cell edges. The double diffusio
high-low emitter structures deepen the junction and reduce
junction fields; therefore reducing the leakage currents a
The leakage currents are not likely to be truly
in voltage for any of these defects; but if they were, the
on the I-V characteristic would be an increase in difdV at the
current intercept and a reduction in Voc• Most of the leakage
currents are linear enough to display these traits. In .-a non-
linear case, a "flat" spot above the knee of the curve (beginning
`	 at the break at about 170 mV in Figure 5-1) has been observed
from edge damage and other point defects in the emitter of the
cell.
Junction recombination is a potential problem in shal-
low junction solar cells because of the close -proximity of the
junction to the heavily doped and damaged surface and because of
the field enhanced recombination which increases with the higher
junction fields of such structures [I). Contaminants gettered
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Figure 5-1. The IF-V Curve of a Shallow Junction Solar Fell
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with a "Flat" Spot Above the Knee.
This is Characteristic of
Localized Defects
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toward the surface or driven in from the surface during the dif-
fusion step can contribute to recombination in the space charge
region. It was observed that double diffused cells had improved
fill factors (Section 4.1) even if all of the initial diffusion
were etched off. Anodic oxidation and wet thermal oxidation of
the emitter surface were both found to reduce the fill factor on
shallow junction cells. This reduction is attributed to stress
induced defects propagated through the junction. region, which
increased both Jr and cell leakage currents.
The effect of Jr an cell I-V characteristics is that of
softening the knee. When severe, this n f-- 2 term will dominate
the curve and may significantly lower Voc.
The means of maintaining or improving cell fill factor
without degrading Isc or Voc include.
a. use fine grid patterns;
b. minimize surface and edge defects;
Coreduce junction electric field (careful tradeoffs may
be necessary here);
d. keep junction clear of defects and contaminants from a
heavily-diffused surface layer.
5.3	 OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE
f;1	 The majority of this report is devoted to improvements
in Voc, so only areas of future potential are mentioned here. 	 x
'	 Use of thin epitaxial layers, to reduce the boron dop-
ing in the emitter did not provide expected results because of
rY	poor material ( Section 4.1.3)	 Nevertheless, this structure
}
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should be beneficial for diffused n +p, MIS # and MINP cells. With
the present limitations to Voca of bandgap narrowing and high sur-
face re combination velocity, some alternative approaches might be
considered in future work. Instead of using heavily doped emit-
tern, metal layers in MIS structures, or induced emitters in MIND
structures to conduct current to collection grids, one might con -
sider a different structure-, A heterojunction might be as easy
to fabricate as any of these earlier structures. The trap .layer
(a wider bandgap material than silicon) could be extremely thin
since, if it were very heavily doped for high conductivity, band-
gap narrowing would only make it a better match to lightly-doped
Silicon. Exact lattice matching might be unnecessary because a.
thin oxide layer, as in the MIS structure, could tie up loose
bonds. This new s1S structure could well be optimized in an 'SINP
structure similar to that of the MINP cell. Attempts along the
STS lines have been made; with amorphous materials such as doped
Sno2 [291; but semicrystalline or polycrystalline material might
be more successful, particularly if it could be, at least par-
tially, lattice-matched with the silicon. If the doping in this
nonsilicon layer is graded properly, the oily bandgap narrowing
will be in this layer and the remaining source of dark current
should depend primarily on recombination at the oxide
interfaces.
The SINP structure would in many respects be like the
GaA1As "window" on a GaAs cell in that the effective surface r"
combination velocity would be reduced by the presence of a wider
fi
(i
fi
Y
a
bandgap semiconductor. The wider bandgap assures a lower minot Qk
ity carrier concentration and therefore lower dark current, evt ,^
if electrical contact is made to the silicon rather than the non--.	 E	 ±	 f
silicon layer , ' Similar structures on the back surface could pro-
vide excel;ien p+ layer characteristics.
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Means (present and future) of improving VoC include:
a. Reduce SRV (front and back)
(1) dot contacts
(2) MIS contacts
(3) reduce interface surface state density
(4) charged oxides
b. Reduce bandgap narrowing from heavy doping
(1) remove boron from emitter region
u'	 (2) provide heterojunction for highly conductive
regions.
^x c. If very low SRV is possible (from a and/or b)
(1) reduce emitter thickness
(2) reduce basethickness
n
t
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6. SPECIAL STRUCTURES
6._1	 MIS STRUCTURES
	
N
MrS structures in which the surface of a p-type base is
inverted to form an induced n-type layer are innately interesting
and useful tools with which to study the oxide-silicon interface
and, by comparison, diffused n+p structures. The dark current
equations should apply to a good MIS structure as well as to the
diffused junction structures. Deviations from these equations
can be predicted in certai n cases and can also be useful in diag -
nostics. The tease components should, be unchanged and; we Will
ignore them here by assunt4ng that the contribut ion frown 0.1 sa-cm
substrates do not contribute to our results. Equations (3-4) and
(3-5) contain an effective eloping term N** which has no meaning in
an induced n layer. However, bandgap narrowing in the emitter is
considered to result primarily from electron-electron interaction
(6) and an inve rted Mayer ha%s the same number of electrons as a
comparable diffused layer. An associated problem is Auger
recombination which depends on the square of the electron
concentration Therefore the major
 dark current contributions
in MIS cells and diffused junction cells will have the same basic
limitations (n^/N* must be exn	 licit	 AE	 for thep	 y written as pee, g/kT . 
influence of bandgap narrowing from heavy doping effects).
Some differences can be readily considered in the two
structures. The diffusion profile provided a region of little or
no field at the surface whereas the field in the silicon is
Strongest at the oxide-silicon interface in the MIS structure.
This means that the electron concentration will be decreasing
rapidly from this interface; and therefore, the emitter bulk term
_	 s
it
fl
(represented by Ws/TA, in equation (3-5)) will be negligible.
The Auger recombination term would not appear explicitly {n the
t	 dark current equations in this case, but defect- assisted Auger
f	 recombination would probably be the dominant term in defining
SRV	 in addition to the other recombination mechanisms at the
s	 surface, field enhanced recombination (1) will now have a maximum
at the surface rather than at the junction.
The n =,1, value normally associated with the emitter
term may be greater than 1 if a potential drop exists through the
oxide.	 This drop could result from trapped charge within the
oxide and/ or leakage currents through defects in the oxide.
Such a situation would reduce the electron concentration and
field at the interface, thereby reducing the SRV (if Auger and/or
F	 field dominated) but the negative impact on the cell fill factor
and voltage is increased by the higher, value of n 	 An example of
this is an MIS cell that when illuminated at 1, 2, and 4 AMO pro-
duced Voces of 629, 654, and 674 mV (cell 1455-15).	 The n value
starts out near 1.5 and drops closer to 1 at higher intensity as
,.
the :leakage. current is reduced by lowered internal function po-
tential at Voc o r the trap population is shifted by increased
illumination.
	
Alternatively, local defects act in parallel with
the remainder of the cell.	 At higher voltages, the n y l charac-
teristic of the defect regions is decreased relative to the n = 1
characteristic of the undamaged region.
other differences between the MIS and diffused junction
cells are the relatively stress-free inverted layer compared to a
diffused layer; the lower impurity and dopant concentrations at
• the	 o fabrication temperatures;the oxide- s il icon ^.nterface,	 	 l w 
	
	 P	 ,
the lack of metal contacts; and the requirement for an
adequately conductive layer and proper work function metal for
4
the MIS structure.	 All but the last item are generally plusses
s
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w for the MIS structure. 	 However, the lower temperature and lack
of diffused layer can reduce the :gettering generally observed in
? T diffused cells; therefore, the base lifetime may become a limit-
ing factor in MIS cells with high Voc.'
} MIS cells were fabricated under this contract to bom-
x pare, where possible, the differences resulting from diffusion
t process steps.	 Erbium metal. (-100 A) was used because it has a
very low work function,	 ¢ _ 3,.1eV' [301 •	 Chromium ("'50_ A) was
T evaporated over the Er surface to prevent oxidation which would
otherwise ruin the MIS structure.
	
No attempt was made to
4 optimize the cells by altering the thickness or composition ofA they metal layers or by adding an AR coating.
The highest voltage obtained on an MIS cell was 647 myl
a for a cell.. with Isc = 75 mA (AMO at 25 0 C).	 The saturation dark
current for this cell was "`2 x 1,0 - 13 A/cm 2 which is two-thirds of
! the value for our best n+p cell of "3 x 10` 13A/cm 2 .	 Since the
cell base is unchanged,
	
the emitter current is seen to be an im-
portant factor, at least in this dark current range.
	 Addition of
s lightly doped n-layer to the MIS structure will reduce the
field at the interface and lower the maximum field intensities at
any point in the emitter region.	 At the same time, it may allow
a higher hole roncentxatlon at the surface itself and increase
the recombination in subsurface regions of the emitter.
Optimization of the MIS fabrication processing should
provide an improvement over the results obtained here.
	 However,
preliminary use of light phosphorus diffusion of the MIS surface
layer did not produce any improvement.	 Further work in these
areas is recommended	 specifically:^
 
^
F
^ a.	 Lettering of the wafer by P and Al with subsequent
removal of imnuritien by Gil-innn Penh nrinr to MTR fnrmafFinn•
Jb. Improved surface conditions by repeated oxidation and	 e 9
oxide etch steps; and
c. combination of steps a and b in a device that has a
lightly doped layer beneath the metal-oxide layers but with low
surface impurity concentrations and good bulk lifetimes.
6.2	 MINP STRUCTURES
_s
The MIS structure has shown improvement iii dark current
over the diffused n+p junction device.
	
However, a heavily-doped
cap region on a lightly-doped emitter is seen to be more effec-
i
tive in reducing Jd than an induced layer (.Section 3.3.3) on the
s	 same lightly-doped emitter. 	 If the induced layer beneath a
charged oxide and an MIS structures are considered to be the
F`	 same, these results appear to be inconsistent. 	 However, if the
hale concentration at the MIS structure interface is much lower
than that at the induced layer interface previously :described.,
then the results are reasonable. 	 This would occur if the inter-
face field resulting from the work function difference between
Er_.and Si is greater than that resulting from an external posi-
tive charge on a Ta205 AR coating. 	 These interface fields can be
increased by reduction of the AR coating thickness and/or nega-
tive charge.	 Green et al	 (11] have accomplished this by use of
oxides (e.g., Sio) which have positive charge incorporated during
the evaporation process.	 The resulting charge is much closer to
the interface and more charge can be stably contained in a layer
than can be achieved by external charge deposited on a surface.
(However, the surface must now be protected so that negative
charge does not accumulate and reduce the interface fields).
	 If I
the positive charge sites are thermally stable and high enough
1
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above the Fermi level in the silicon, they will not migrate nor
be compensated by electrons from the emitter. With their config-
uration [11 1, a low work function metal is no longer required to
induce an emitter and, therefore, can be replaced by an AR coat-
ing to improve the optical coupling of light into thesemiconduc-
tor. The contacts must still be MIS structures to maintain the
n+p junction.
A limitation .of this MIS gridded, induced-junction
structure is surface conductivity, since carriers must now flow
beneath the surface to the collection grids rather than tunneling
through an oxide to the metal contact. The inverted layer,, on a
heavily-doped p-type substrate, is very shallow, and charge
transported along this thin layer will probably encounter severe
surface scattering and other effects which reduce the conduc-
tivity of the layer. Lightly counter doping the surface layer
^`'	
will increase the number of electrons available for transport to
the grids (a small effect), but more importantly, it will reduce
the intensity of the electric fields which force the current to
interact so strongly with the surface.
Green et al. have found that doping the surface layer
also increases Voc; but doping it too heavily lowers the Voc of
this "'MIND"" structure. They optimized the doping level at a
value which minimized the surface recombination velocity; but in
the theoretical analysis of this level, they assumed bandgap na r-
rowing models for heavy doping effects which our work indicates
are incorrect (Section 3.3.3). Voc should, therefore, be greater
at emitter doping levels beyond those experimentally found to be
optimal by Green, et al. Why is there a discrepancy? We believo
that heavy diffusions contaminate the surfaces and, therefore,
raise the SRV,­
 reduction of the surface fields below a ce,4:ta3n,
level may increase the capture cross section of surface states.?"
6-5
and/or the Debye length in the heavily-doped surface layer is so
short that holes can tunnel through the field barrier to the sur-
face states.
The importance of the MINP structure (beyond the fact >
that the highest values of Voc reported have resulted from it) is
o	 V contact	 an	 I	 structurethat it provides. a l w SR	 (	 M S	 ) and a low
oxide-silicon interface SRV.	 Improvements in this technology are
{	 expected along the lines set for MIS cells (at the end of Sec-
tion 4.2).	 However, dot contact cells with the same	 oxide-
silicon structure should be equivalent since the critical factor
r	 is the SRV of this oxide interface and is, therefore, independent
of the contacts.	 Additional improvements might be possible by
r
	
the use of appropriate ion implantation into the oxide	 [25] .	 If t.
f	 the radiation damage from implantation can be annealed from the
oxide and the net positive charge increased beyond that possible
from the evaporated oxides of Green, et al., then the SRV should
decrease and/or a higher doped n+ layer may be optimum.
Success of the MINP cell has verified our model (which
indicated that SRV was the critical limitation in high Voc cells)
and pointed to a means of removing a major limitation. 	 However,
before significant improvements in solar cell voltage can be made )
beyond that obtained in MINP structures, 	 it is likely that simi-
lar :improvements must be made on the back of the solar cells to
provide a low SRV back contact [19].	 Based on MINP success in
the emitter, there is hope that negatively charged oxides (Ta2O5)
with dot or MIS contactsmight be successful in providing a p+
back layer that is effective on 0.1 Q-cm substrates.	 If such is
he case, 700-mV silicon solar cells may still be attainable.
However, if bandgap narrowing in heavily doped (	 10 20/cm 3)
e is greater than that in n-t(	 P-''tYP	 9	 yPa silicon	 (Section 3.4)	 these
structures may be no more successful than those , already tried.
820034/P22
7. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
Gettering (Appendix C) and low temperature processing,
techniques have provided 0.1 n-cm solar cells with diffusion
'
	
	
lengths comparable to those in 1-2 si-cm material. The possibi-
lity of maintaining these results on lower resistivity material
(p < 0.1-9-cm) is worth investigating (Section 2.4).
Attempts at achieving effective p+ back contacts on
0.1 0-cm material were not successful (Section 2.1). Bandgap
^.7	 narrowing as a result of heavy doping effects appears to be the
major cause of this failure.
The emitter dark current appears to be the major
limitation in present 0.1 P-cm solar cells (Section 3.2). Band-
[	 gap narrowing from heavy doping and surface recombination are the 	 3
main sources of this current.
Use of low area "dot" contacts removes the metal-
silicon interface as the major contributor to surface recombina-
tion (Section 3.1.1). MIS contacts would have a similar effect
x(Section 3.1..3).
Surface recombination at the oxide-silicon interface
has been reduced by use of static charge on the anti-reflecting
w ^ 5
coating (Section 3.2.1) and by use of electric fields created by
an MIS structure (Section 6.1). Charged oxides, as used in MINP
structures, would have a similar effect.
Bandgap narrowing in heavily doped n-type silicon is
found to be less than predicted by the more pessimistic of the
present models (Section 3.3.3). The results for both n- and p-
4	 type silicon are in agreement with the data of Slotboom and
AeGraaff j81 (Section 3.4).
µ
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The highest Voc obtained for diffuaed n+p 0.1 n-cm
cells was 654 mV at 25° C
 under AMO illumination (Section 4). The
'	 r
saturation dark current for this cell. (fabricated using the
double diffusion technique) is J = 3 x 10	 A c 2 .9 )	 d	 -13 / m	 „.
MIS cells, fabricated with erbium metal have displayed
lower dark currents than those obtained on the best -diffused
cells. The best saturation current computed was Jd = 2 x 10-13
nA/cm2
r	 ^
r	 ^	 t
I	 1
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Dependence of Efficiency of Shallow Junction
Silicon Solar Cells on Substrate Doping
E,S, Ritincr,' A. Meulenberg,t and J.F. Allison;
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Experimental evidence 6 provided tit iwpport x modification of solar Veil theory to Include the fkldaabanced)unction recumbinHlon dark current, This term (e phows to become more Important ►n Boiling shallow Junction
solar evil efficiency as base resistivity Is decreased. 7 he onomalousls htgh•diffusion dark current in Ibe n•reKion
Is also significant In limiting open-circuit sottrge.'Ihis facessdark current is allows No result from Irighrsurface
recombination at thr meyille cuMaets on the front surface IN I , -4 X DO S
 cm/s ,.1't y . U IG O Wit) ailing withbeadpp narrowing and high Muter tolume reromhlna gnr; in Ike diffused 0-region closed by high donor
density, If Is oho pointed oul that the effective Ihicksess f4 IM
	 Is substantially his than thejuacolon
depth. Methods are proposed for reducing the magatmAe of bush dark currents to improve oterell cell per.
formance,
i	 ? Introduction junctlllsolarcell-
C LASSICAL-theory of the p•rl junction solar cefi predicts^, t a	 monotonic	 increase	 III
	 voltage	 and I= 3,,(t,vr,rrr	 II+J,n,(t"lt`'r-11^Jr
„ y conversion	 efficiency	 with
	
substrate	 duping	 up	 its	 the
saluralion solubility limil.1
	
t(owever, auempts , it) itnprosc =J,+J,r^ 3 r	 tl1
life output of cells Intended for terrestrial use by lnelcnsnng
the substrate doping density husc not been successful. Ac•
wherecording to Iles and socinf, 1 file open•elrcuit vultuge displays a
maximum as a function of substrate doping density In the
>rqn (kT/4 ►range of IO 11 •lo 1e /co l , and ittc conversion efflcteney peaks 3 	 -,	 " •	 ns's l+i	 tai
'at a doping density slightly less than 100 /car t , Is i rr ,^„ !
Two different suggestions have been advanced to explain
i the falloff in open•circuit voltage and efficiency with In- p9substrate doping, Winner s+ has proposed that the
urrentrecombination dark 	 in the junction enhanced by the
) 01-I E20	 Eiu	 (tlA
"	 I^(in '?Is
thermal counterpart of the Franz•Keldysh effect is respon.
Bible, On the other hgnd, Lauwcrs et aLs and Lindholm er
,
rn	 =2m,rne /(rn +rnr)	 ill
46 have found experimental evidence for an anomalously
large n•region diffusion current component in solar cells will) ypuD \1 	 SpCUSh(WN /L„) + (Ur/L,)s(nh (tl's!/.r,1,
a substrate resistivity of 0,1 0-cm (equivalent to a doping 3,i.,
	 L—
	
/	 (Dp/L,)coshW,/L +S sinhIW,^// 	 1density of about 4x 10 11 /cm)), More recently, Redfield' has t	 r	 r	 a
attributed this high diffusion current to Auger recombination
In the heavily doped diffused region. gnoD^	 S cosh( Wp/L ) +(Ds/L ► sinh ( Ilyr,rl.„ t1
+('L,The purpose of this paper is to examine these proposed / ' (t7 /L e )cosh(WN /L )+S sinh(fl'r,/l. 1
t explanations by further elaboration of the theory + and bye
new experimental 	 approach	 which	 separates the	 vurfous =J,rs+Jdr,	 (5)
components of line dark current, The results furnish con.
siderable Insight Into the origin of the high,d ffu+fou dmk
t current in the highly doped II•reglun, and it is concluded that The first Tenn on the right-hand side of Eq , ( i) replewnis
k	 { '• both this current 	 and	 the	 Field-enhanced 	 recombination the	 recombivation 	 dark	 current density in
	 the Junction
i it
j
current are important ht limiting the c(ficlowy of present enhurived by high field bandgap narrowing: the second term
solar cells, represents the diffusion dark current density in file it- and p.
regions of the cell: and fine last term J, represents she short.
`	
i s Theoretical Discussion circuit current density generated by the light, The notation is
r^ The solar cell theory presented !if 	 4 consists of the
as	 follows: r/ is the electron charge, A is the lloltlntamt
constant,	 T is the absolute temperature, es, Is the Intrinsic!!! following equations	 (corrected	 for	 previously	 undetected currier density, and r, and 7- are file hole lifetime in the rr-
errata) ror tire current density vs voltage relationship ill n/)'rt muuuiul and electron lifetime fit 	 p•mateiial, r.specikely.
The electric field at the junction is dumbed by F 	 .1L•',, is tits
liccefved July 28,1977,restsamiccciscd Jan, 9, 1481.( opsoglo cncrg:	 htund gup decrease caused by 
file electric held; !r t, the
I"tanck	 tonsbntt,	 in,	 and	 tit,	 life file	 cffccti%clnasseN	 till
rr	 j ties,i. ,	 d1American Institute of Avrimutlles and Asn(mau 	 m	 198-rislusrewtvvd, s	 ectfscly^	 ,	 r	 nelcuunls	 and	 holes	
ntr 	
and
	
and	 ,	 all. tile
;: ' 1 >intitur o fApphsd fielcncel. Asuneiusc tcQoa AIAA. thetmul enluilihntun	 uinuly enrtier don	 t ca in site ii i(ud /,
thlcmbcr of
	
the	 recl,nieul	 ^nafl',	 knneunduenn	 eelnudnpt t^Isc tnmerials	 respeetiscly. /) Is file diffusion coumao4 /	 isiS Ikpartmcnt, -he duff union lsn,ah, S is the surfucc i evombination %clam} of
3itufl`tieicnlfSL A pplied:ycicnevs I.abotnory, the minuritq carriers, and 11's and 11'r, tire the thichnc+scs ill
(	 =4
E	
r
'i
d
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^file n . and j)-t ype regimes of ( tic diode, respecdvciy, Subscripts l-	 „	 ^I-	 n	 •t
p	 and	 o refer	 to	 minority carrier	 hales	 and	 electrons, T tt '
respectively,	 in the following detailed discussion of these .rwr 1--
equations, several new. points oflmporlancearebighilghled, 71,	 W,,	 I -'
RtC111litiinadllN CulffNt(J,)
IOTA 
, 	,	 ACTiyr	 POTINT)Ae 19. ^•
The voltage dependence of the current density is not given , ,o oe
simply by Eq . (1) with J,,, constant because E and AE, also "	 r
depend upon the potential drop across the junction, Since this Ivlz	 T Nat so>potential Is the difference between the applied voltage and the `	 ' 06
built-lo potential, It is necessary to include these dependencies lsF
	
`	 i	 rll W 04Rinaccurately filling J•Vcharacteristics. %t l! ?o
IrllfasedRegion Minority ( Wrlerl •Ik111aaUjo) ITi	 i'	
^ti to o a 'i	 The coefficient multiplying the exponential tarn Its Eq. (2)I	 1s the wcil.knnwn result of the Sah, Noyce, Shockley (SNS)
iheor " for dark current recombination In the junction for
recomh(ntuion . centers near mid •gap. Equation (2) is all
+	 +	 +	 A.	 -	 +	 +
a^	 Or	 a	 'ol	 02	 01	 pII	 n
approximation appropriate to undamaged silicon cells. The x 1•ml1 SNS theory assumes a single recombination center of uniform GMlrOKAt)UNCTION
density No	 throughout the junction and neutral regions,
Hence, ri, is the hole lifetime corresponding to No III fig, I	 Doping density, elretrk field, and poreadal In the skinny ofthemelallurlTied)ante(onforashallow jaattion solar tell,duped n-material, However, the experimentally determined
hole lifetime III
	
n•reg ion will generally be much less than
the rn of the SNS theory; this can be attributed to either ap	 higher recombination center density in the n•reglon than In the rmileshnal,	 since	 the	 space	 charge	 extension	 into	 the
p-slibstralc ( from high temperature diffusion) or to Au ger
womhinailon"' in the highly dotted n•toaterfal. For example,
respective neutral wnrliconduclors Is generally small compared
to the thickness of the neutral regions 	 However, In shallow
the hole lifetime In fire IT 	 surface region of conventional Junction solgr cells this Is no longer true for the surface
-silicon solar cells deduced from a dead layer thickness of 0,S	 i S region, The watk WWI t + on the diffusion of phosphorous
ran is of the order of 10	 j° 5, It, whereas the value of r
"
 {t) into silicon has uflown that the phosphorous diffusion profile i
Ref, 4, which produces excellent agreement between theory takes the form idealized In Fig, 1.
and experiment, is 10 	 s s, The depth of the constant portion of the profile Wr is
directly	 proportional to	 the diffusion time, 	 whereas the
F,nerxl Rand tirereasrlals;r position of the junction with respect to W,, Is proportional to
The derl vat )on or Ulf, (2) resumed shat 14r thermal bandgap the square root of time, Thus, beyond W,, the spatial variation
simply shifts to lower encitty' with increasing elecirle field by of	 the	 doping	 concentration	 produces	 a	 space-varying
all aniotuit equal to the ripi(eal bandgap Tiorrosving, Valocs potential	 which ruerges with The junction potential, Toils
° for	 tits hoter	 qu4tuhy 'wore	 taken	 III 	 4	 from	 the region, µhich 
III
	
junction cells may far exceed W,,,
nlensureinetits of lirlisyn and Smirnuv" 	 tin a silicon li,n should tic truricd as ,Hart of the junction as in Ref: 4. Thus,
Junction, Alihuugh these data fit the I.1" depeodcncc or the the usual,linuodary condition
iranr•Kcldysh theory fairly well, Omer examination lescals
Ilial
	
the proportionalit y 	factor	 Is no order of mapnnude Pe6rinr''rrAr	 (6)
hipb	 mhtvi Iban the qu	 hi hraskcls III 	 Allcrnalively, IIlle ,nine of the reduced vUeeave m Iss I liq, (4)i must be applies at the d(stanve 11',ffoin the surfncek rather Ilion at the
nearly three orders of i`amgnilode lower than The presently edge of Ilie normally calculated depletion reslon (Ws..,
neccpted value ht Siileon III permit agreement efth Theory'. 11',1% ), Ahhoush The hole lifeti	 a In the constant composition
Ifence It Is quest lonatile whether the Vranr•keldysh effect Is region may be very low (e,g" 10 	 j11 s) because of Auger
The physical basis for file relatively lance optical handgap stiff( recombination,	 Inc condition rP./G +; e 1	 Is	 fulfilled, sim•
,diser%cd by llritsyo andSnifrmly 11 and earner by flamokliwa plif)ing the first term oil the right-hand side of [:q. (5) to F
el nil 1+ Accordingly, the IICId • emiltllled rcl'nll Wool foil %%IiI
no loll p er	 be	 referred	 Ill	 a%	 the	 ++ f rant,-hcld %h	 cffccl;"
hoac%cr. ilicliritvyn and Smirnov esperimcnld roolis %sill
S , 7 (f)	 If', /(.?)	 (7)
JosaWillnr^ ^	 ^
r
I'l l }t4',Si^^ T010 he used to determine values of .1 , for V4. 121 ) b}•
 using on14 Icfl'velisv mass III 	 (1) of 6,15 % 10	 kp, Mtnoriiy r'ptrkr tiurf+rce Recombination velocily'I,Sn t ii
'['be neee%sfiy of conlacl(ng l he fro p l surface of itte ecll with
of  Region lil (fuslon( 'urrent + ' . % ) a metallic grlcl establishes regions on file surface with ex-
I he diffusion contrihuf(un t`.` t(w dark current densky In the treniely high surface recombination velocity, Such excellent
ibreplun (J,,$ )'was neglected (n Iig fligher reslUAhy cell+. of sinks for minority carriers %ill produce a hi gh diffusion
Rel', 4 because the dark current from the hulk (J,,p) %-as so gradient leading to a relatively hi gh diffusion dark current,
much	 Ingher .(hull.. ,r.,1y,	 However,- I.11idllalnl 	 e1	 lit. ,'	 have_. rhererorc, i?(t,.(7)'must be applied separately to file 'surface. -'
l` Perinlcouilly found all a iumalously large Jjs In solar eclin area c1111 wt a ` by mciallir,dion and to the semiconductor.
-	 %%lih it highly doped substrate. Thai, an cxnminutlm( of The surface area covered with agtircilcction coating
 and the
magnitude of a,, % 	 for till base (loping level, is required, ¢orrespooding vahwi or J,I%• must be calculated with ap.
(:glnnion 15) Is generally valid; however, it A Accessary it) proptiale $allies of 810,
define more closely It '%, the Ihiekneos of the n . replon, and bit file nroNlnunn possible surface rccombinAlion velocity of 
emph: sim ih< approlirltlo ialae'i or ri„ and .5,, 14t he iCsed Ili 'perfect Niok Is kinctf4ally Ih111ted to),
Jlil%t'glltil(Crn,
I	 ffc1A•fTre Reg ion tll,l
ill 1110 u s ual Ilwoletieal treatment of the p en function, ilic
i	 Iltrnaion rvv000 is 11:111010 ns though Ira 1111c1 nv%% %Seri) in• ;tits• NI111endls A fora Moledoolicd dkeassion,l
i
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where m Is the effective mass of the minority carrier, The
value of sr, for metallic contacts to n•silicort,, call thus be as
high its 3,8 X io" con/s, which Is about three orders of
mganitude higher than the valuc 15
 ofS,, for silicon heavily
doped with phosphorous and covered with Iherntdiy grown
oxide, In practice, perfect ohmic contacts are not achieved,
and the value of $,,, which may vary with different mefuls and
processing, will be lower. Nevertheless, considering that a
significant fraction (typically 5%) of the colt surface is
covered with metallic contacts, Inclusion of lhcb effects in
Eq, (7) could increase the value of J,,,s
.
 by more than an order
of magnitude for shallow junction solar cells,
Minority Carrier Density (Pe)
Determination of the value I),,, for use hi Eq. (7), from the
commonly employed equation for nondegencrate nmterial of
doping density Nd,
A) ut) ln,,;arr?lN,1	 (9)
may produce a large error for heavil y doped silicon because of
bandgap narrowing, Fernil degeneracy, and fractional
Ionization, If the hi gh doping concentration hl file region
lowers the energy bandgap by dE,,,. rile value of file intrinsic
carrier density is increased to n ,11 where
ti t . `=nJr,aFs,ar
	 (10)
Neither experimental nor theoretical dot mill tilt loll tit'
bandgap narrowing in heavily doped degenerate inmerlol is
straightforward, The scomy crperimcwal duet asallable fur
heavily phosphorous doped silicon (2 x 10 111 /cm 1 ) range from
6Ee .90 mV (Ref. 16) to dE »170 nnV. s
 A dloorclical
prediction for uncompensated degencfuic material ssllh Ihir
doping density Is bEr m 182 mV, 11 Compensated acceptors in
the diffused region will also increase p,,. III
Fermi degeneracy and band gap narrowing after file Torun of
Eq. (9), so that one must use Eq. (10. derived from Ref, ly(notation changed slightly) and Eq, (10).
A= r!iflPoor 	 (11)
where
7=(E,-E,,)/kr=F;r2I (nol2p)a`'I
Po=2(2wm„kr/h1)"I
m„ is the effective mass of the electrons, F,, l is file inverse
Fermi function of order V2, Po is the partition function for
material of sufficiently low dopin/ density so that III„ is in*
variant with N,J , and E,, Is the conduction edge of tlic heavy
doping narrowed bandgap.
In general the evaluation of Eq. (11) for a gi ven value ofN,r
Is ambiguous since, to determine n,,, several assumptions
must be made; the position of the Fermi level E, or of the
donor level with respect to file conduction bald edge, the
shape of the bond edge, tine donor state degeneracy, and the
effective mass of the electrons and holes. However, the
problem Is somewhat simplified, since Eq, (?i requires, u s Mlle
for Po only in the constant composition region 11',, and there
are experimental data for it„ and rut,,.
An n 1 layer diffused with phosphorous ui 920'C should
have a surface concentration near J x 10 t11 /cm 1 . 1' Pair and
Psai 2o report tilt ' elovivaliy active" dopinh tivosiis III'
i.11Xt(1"Vem l for this saltee cninccnhuluin. II n„ is
assunwd iu be fits ak C lnculiy uun%c conee rattan, then mils
u reasonable valae of In, Is needed to determhic P, tuid 111c11
1, The' Increase in the experimental value s mf in;, that occurs
with donor density is assumed it) invowporule tats .barge iu
blind edge shape, bmiapolatiun of accutmilwed d,itu21 tit
Ake .10Pint t,IF • • ♦.i,'W,, I I i W Ill.
a
1S1elAUr lV
tog. 2 ;iamplr Output of computer Corse fitting program 111uslralilg
Inemurrd data, rampuler III III Ihir%data, rreomAinallan and diffusbn
compournis nl dark currrnl, shun) Irakagr *
 and mmlmum pnwgr
prdnt,
A',r e J x 10 211 /en) 2 gives a range for In„ of (1.810,2) m,,, Use
of the experimental values for nu and m„ g ives a suluc for P,
of 54t g
 mV above file cmidimloll hand edge, in V4, II11,
both nj 2 aifd 11, are ba,cd on the imw° doping values for rut„ (if
1.2 trr, . 1'tU dmion of the assumptions is discussed 10 the
resulls ul'Icr 61" is determined,
The denominator in E q . (111 eau be compared with SI.
"Well is generally uwd in place of )r,, in Eq, (9)• Wbou
osaillowd for )I',
+/.J1/JVr,n .2.7(-0.7^ X10 -,O /enl I
Vile close uurcomom with i x 10 111 /cmI Implies that, for this
rungs of N,,, bandgap narrowing calculations; which tilt.justifiably use Eq, (11) with N,, instead of Ppel 1
 are still likely
to be within experimental error, Equatipn (11) Is smmclimes
rearl'anged t2 to define an effective doping density IS,11
=l'oexp(n- AEr)i so that po=gI/N I ,. The value orp fe,, when
correeied for Fermi. degeneracy and tandgap narrowing froni
both aUccptor and :donor concentrations, : is m to three
orders mf magnitude lar ger than file uncorrected minority
currier concenttatlon iII heavily doped silicon. The largest
factor by for Is from the bandgap narrowing due to donor
concentration.
Experimental Method
The modified theory' exhibited good agreement with daps
obtained on solar cells with substrate resistivitics of Io and 2
them, rospectively, To test file theory critically at higher
electric riotds and to exIlmhnc_file diffusion dark current 	 tilt
n•regfon shallow junction solar cells with a wide range of
substrate resistivilies, varying grid contact areas, and dit-
1'erint, dlttused junction depths were fabricated,
The p rimary data consisted of the current 'ss voltage
J-haravieristie (IN) under AMQ illumination from whioh the
dark IAI characteristic was deduced by subtracting the phulon
generated current. A computer program provided it least..
squats fit to a modifleallon of l;q, (1) which hneludos the
series and shunt resislaticesi:
r= ^n,(&I JN,v.rf„/1+/J,r(t,u,l Ik1i,4J.- /)
hid, 	 11'	
II:I
l llie. paopuun uu111vif tali full -sit\ I41r111.11isnr for die s,tlWve
ueprOdeN ier,iroblaanou.- 0111
 
Sit 1" hilt 1411' tunsi e,ne. tiic irsldlc
,u, to,homVII1,11.11 o-t41nithawusuq . lit 1.11.
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	 101101face of fYYkir /f4.rtslstiviy mad Cuslacl
area air 	 dark carrep i bad Vw y l ►Aaltaw jaa liar solar celfs
^^,ov_
- :.^awn+pwll^rn ,oa>•nm ,00®e
UAr4 Utffmian Cmrenf
"^
arid metal
Substrate
	 toillicon
Opp
Total (J I,)	 Bulk(Jdp)circus
resistivity
	 contact Rica(0-cm)	 (a') experimental	 calculated	 voltage(PA 1cm t )	 (WAlcmt)	 (mv)
30	 S
2	 $ 110.
	
too,	 SW2,g	 2+0,41;	 598 a2	 0.14 2,4
	 2a0,4k	 6010112	 S 1.11	 0111	 MM
R
0112	 0.,14 0. 8
	O.la
	 616
'0hm1Q back conuo fnlplg; d. 6Lrror hnait Kim unvelininy in errfcavepro orp I backconrocl. Torreeled to .In ,ude heavy duping of tress. l
As a first approximation, a value of R, was determined using efficiency 11mllations, Higher substrate doping resulted 1n all
the graphical method of Wolf and Rauschenbach, 21 and data Increase in the J,,, terns (from the higher junction field) and In
points were taken from the iN curve, A lcast,squares fit was a decrease ht the Jd„ term (front the reduciloo In n„) as
made, varying the values for /,,,, Id,,, and R,s, To determine a predicted by theory I Eq$, (2 ) and ($) i	 Since file Jd,, tern hl
"best	 fit." R^
	
was incremented to .obtain a maximum
correlation coc ficlent.
the	 lower resikllvity range was much	 greater
	 than J,tr„ r
The set of values for Id, /,A , R,s, and R, that provided the
J,;
 ( )ills, (s) and (7)1 dominated. Iluwever, It was possible to
J,Ivreduce	 and thus J,,,, suffieiontly, so that J, became- thehighest correlation was then chosen
	 for further analysis, dominant term fn Eq. (1) at V,,,.
Typical e0relaiian coefficlents were about 0,9999. The best 'the process for lowering Jdv consisted of redneing flit gridfit wlue Of R, was isuaily within 0,02 C of tltcexperhnenfally contact area from S 10 0,14 010 of file total area, Table t listsdetermined	 value, The	 "fitted"
	 R,s	 had	 little effect	 oil the 	 calculated	 values	 for
	 Jdi l	 (based	 oil rdetermining the values of /„ and ld,,, and was typically within
-	 20% of the value calculates from the slope	 file reverse l,Vof
measured values of ! a ), and file cxperhncnlul values of J,,,, ,
for various substrate resistivilles and grid contact areas. Ili the iI	 characteristic, This methlxl was judged superior fo direct 0,12dhcm, $ elo grid area case, J,,,, is more than all
	
art'
k	 measurement of file unilluminaled characteristic, far which rnagollude higher than Jd,,, which can therefore be I gnored; tthe junction and base recombination rates may d1frer from hence, J,,v, Jd,,, Reduction of the g rid comuct area by it, j
l	 those of the Illuminated case,. This method Is also more that on order of ma gnitude lowers the J., value by more Ilnurrigorous than the previous experimental tests sine the Clark a factor of 2 ror She 0,12d1•cm cells, This is also reflected tit a
current terms are determined-from a fit over the entire I ,V 10-mV gain in VW.,Thus, the effect of the S ale metal contact
.	 characteristic rather than just at the maximum power point area on Jda is greater than that of the 93% oxide urea, 	 theand the open •clrcuit voltage, A sample output of This program in2.1-cm case, J#), dominates file J,,,, term; however, lowcriop
Is shown In Fig. 2. Zile conlael area s1,k reduces JdV,
`	
The after . rocessing value or the bulk dopipg was vcrif(cd The following quantitative lnformai(on can be rxlracli'tl:
t,	 to be Identical with tine starting material b y four-pobtl p robe front
	 data of Table It bandflap narrowing front Ib4 fleas 1
measurements on samples from which the Junction and phosphorous dophig; bandgop narrowing in the diffused I
Comm had been removed,** The maximum electric field ili region from compensating acceptors', surface recombination
the junction region (for use in determining the field : bsduecd velocity
	
of	 the	 mciabsillcon
	
interface
	
S„,	 and	 surfacebandgop narrowing) was calculated by usin g the abrupt recombination	 velocity of the	 oxide,slilcon
	
lrticrfuvc :S',,
depletionjunction approximation and subsiluning for file These four terms can be obtained from the value, of J,r,
width In the n-region the junction depth minus the depth or occurring ili file 2, and 0,12d1 ,cm cells of differing comuci
the constant concentration portion of the profile R'„ Tile areas, The contributions 10Jd„ from theseparalcsttrfucet-ca
change in forbidden bandgop was taken from the data or coverages (grid and oxide) and the n f	 layer provide four
Bdisyn and Smirnov ll for fields wllhin their measured rnngc independent equations leach derived from C qs. (3), ( 7), (9)1
and from an - VIJ exlrapoludon or these data for higher. and (1t))i bill with five unknowns, The fifth unknown la,/-,,,
rields , 11 The value of IV, was determined from the data or t'or the 2•(1xm case, (In tire 0,12.11-cro case, Jd,, Is sufficivuli '
Tsal li for the diffusion time and temperature employed In small so Out the theoretical value may be used) Since up.
Individual cell fabrication, proximate values ror two of the unknowns, S„, and 4,,,, cNist
In the literature, a ran ge of values can be est4bl(shcd for die
Results and Discussion bandgop narrowing, from which a self'consisicol range mf
Shallow juncllon cells were fabricated front
	 sillcon values for-S,„ and S,,, can be deduced,
with resisllv(tles from 30 to 0,12 11-cm 10 Millihle solar cell Constants used hi filecvahtuimn are Ii', -30 h; r,im 10	 1”
s	 (front	 Auger
	
recombhiallon
	 n<I,Hxlf^
'Cupndtance medluds of detcrmhlhig hu+c d„pma are nil as
for
	 :n,cmlh
!)r, M 1.3 cm 2 /s; and n, -1,2 x i0 101cm 1 , The esilmuicd v uliw
reliable for heavily dop+ d material since the deptowo wbtti msludrs of J;,, was 3 X 10' culls bused on iwo properties obselveti for -
thedirrusionprofile, Ihe Ta,O,'silicun (nlurfucc rs r The clu m on )icld of %vinr
'	 Ituriwn and Smirnsiv delermned Ihe mercase in the opn„d a1
sorption eocfliclom as a runcunn or Atocicnxih oaf 1aQraVv 4ic tar.—
cells with Tu,O, antirefleeling coatings call 	 0.9 ;u
field fit theJuijokil.Uependenevol'oneip) shill	 (I to 310 full,	 oldicming it	 1nw	 a slake 1'eeunlbUmnitll StbtcltyAlso	 Isle stlfacc swiv dense	 Inducted II	 tlicrtnitlly	 'lnwb)	 )^.21 was reptlried for a %,mulcoptl "in ille sLltlil)' 	 tit 	 par. It	 \i the(hrc%bold was Ocaluh of 1	 12 11.111, ilil' Iletii indmid tiucip sbitt i, ''lii,(), isllu)her lluill that In fill' hest ihviuiall). pttmn sihtnn
-	 101*0, (ar1a111111%ly by a11111tIdim1111011 rind tise'tit 1114 . 111a%mm n 11011. tIu;kldes which Ilme sill laiv rl'^nlllhlll.11lllll 1:chhllle, 	 A 1lh
at this wavelengib preduecs I v.,u11 mierg) stint a, ow of ilk d4eiare older of 10 1 vin '1, ' l he 11mo mle values for as uplie1 1111111 14	 -
field at I pm. sor locc rcconibnlalion vclo0q till metal on lteas ds dolled it ^
s
1
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type silicon are about 10 0
 cal/a 1 ' In the prevent study. the
value ill the cur lase rr,umbination .rbrov Ito a 1 f Af In
lerle.e S , reseeded That of to, -
 used un the tw, u%mal area
tell, of table I With the av,umption that .V„ is .lose lit the
upper limit 
"1 
10' Ins, a %slue of So. .5.10' vm s !vas
used Ins the tmtial value of the %I TOO cunla.t surla,c
raomhuulnm vehscoy
A unryuc feature of 1hi% analy%n I% 11.r bandgap nail—inN
con ti  tbutfon 10 the J, v term resulting from the oorly ling
11t,ep4oe% remaining in the n . repon stiff the Jitlu-In of
phos	 u	 kph000ut into a %uhsatc with a ba,gruund doping ,14
a. 10"/,;m l
 boron &tort% I omparr,un of the 211,m with
the 0 121-cm .ells establishes this bandg411 narrowing as
IN a S mV 11 ( urrevting the Jata loom the 0 12 11 .m sell.lot
, his -fled e%lab6vhev Iwo nruati-n% with three unknown.
Independent, suckesslve use ill the sulfate recombination
velwn!ev of S„ • 5. 10' cm -% and of f, .5. 10' ,m %
provides upper ary l lower hmu% life heavy phu,pM)tou%
concentrauonbc.ndliapnan.,winguf At
	
160 mV Hard 141
mV, re%p• ttively The avetagc 111 toot value, I s : 111%, 1%
%gntfiunlly lower than the 1 70 mV provded M 1 ,ndhohn of
al I . hit*evfr, thou rc%u11%, on 0 1 liven mafcrlal al%u
unknuwtngly Included the Is ndgap narrowing Itin t the
tompenuting attrptot% file two anal y se% voor,tsl, Allot An
IN mV usrtectio11 fur cungeusruog acceptor, ncstq,lo%vd
1 he values of this analysts for handgap narrowing m the n
regon from donut slid aceptor% (At, -• It2 a 9 mV and
Ai r , IN a 5 mV) yield sell .onstvtenf solutions lot J,,. of 1 V
•02 . 10 ' 1 A/cm I I fable II and for larl ► ,%I.is \f, and
ft•SI Interlace %urla,o recombination velocities of
S,,. - 7 as 2 . I O f . %,. - g a t . 10' , and S„ - 7 11 2 . 10'
cmis, rcspnti%r1y these value • are nut nf1 different p ool the
otid a%%umpti00% and depend upon a cumpan%on ,d
f
u
hormetital and expert ncmAI value% of p;, A shetic for sell
conu%lenty fit the basic prenuse% kunsl%1% of csrnnnmg Ihr
determined hu!dgap n4rro*mg, the erIAlo%c pfolon of
and donor level%, and Iravnunal tunt/auut
Handgap narrowing ill a IS2 ntV' from a donut con
centianun of 1 or 10 1°hm' will lower the tunJuvtiun hand
edge by at Irul 76 mV, but by lets than 112 mV the Icrmr
level has been theoretically determined to he - 51 mV At—c
the band edge, and the donor level f% 44 mV IRef 201 below
the ottr, m, band edge Therelore, the donof level n hrtwren
27 and IW mV stout the lowered band edge, and t, 1% from
22 mV shoe the donor l e vel lit 51 mV below lift Junur level
If all S . 10 10 /cm' pho%phorou% alum% are rlecttitall y avtivc
and only 6004 are mnteed, the Fermi level *fluid M• • N or
w 25 mV n M»e tine donor level depending -n the donof
degeneracy (2 or 1, respet11%ely) For internal .omfsicnt) of
the model, 60re (ra,tiun.I 10111//111011 tmplic% nnrl y even
division of the handgap narrowing 11 this f, the LAW. Iho• n the
hole eflnv%e mass m, and torrespndtng part111oo fumnoo
may be Increased. Iherrhy redmoro the %alue lot At, by up f)
SmV
It the lower value our t, 1% used, Via', of the rlettncally
active phosphorous in the H , region must be wnvrd. and
10 40 /Lm 1 pho%phorou% atom% must he nonac11%v Ipehaps
preclpatedl Precipitation of other mean% of macn%anng
w )0% of the pho%phorou% tmplte% that handgap narrowing
mu%I alfat unto file cflndUlimn band edge Flo handgap
natruwmg used lit this analy%fs pitduccd frati-1.al uitoiAtion
and p„ value% which are torm%lent with the cyenntental
re%alu fill both active slid total phosphorous convenlrAtiot
Better knowledge ill the %pill to bandgap nafen*Ing telwren
tonduttion and %alence hand edge% will pfo%fdr mote specific
mlofm4tio1. as w the ItAL110llal /0111/4111111 and .11ntcnti.41100
of file elrt11f411% active phusphoeuu,
I I Addmonat data .rn Anr used t- c,tahh,h f In% lanyc, A tits h t% Ihr
fame a, rep,lntJ or Met 211 our hra.... a.. epos , nmp•n,an,m
it 	 %slut agrcr% — h fir, upf-	 A
w ,11\ ur MCI 21
1 NM ! l yfpfaarw.. Af Irtw II,M ,,—lowrf,a
.rr.frt ,.a •1•• Its•. OWN w Its, lrfr rw
dr (w.1Jrn^
A—as. rk.ur. term, .1114
1fll Y%fM IrIW„r Mor"Anh!ry1NM 421f•p
rune	 , t	 ^' 1 .vo..... u r 1&g,,2A 11
Imo.) IMV MI	 lots M%1 J,IMA .MT) ,low Moir
1 11	 021 I4602 It
10 12	 011 2or001 24
I s 24	 tat 20,01 22
The ulur of p, drlerd% om data our R. hum Jtlfusism ittl11
less heavily doped p type %dfon 11 the handgap nanuwotg
11,101 the a,cepl-11, weir divided e%tnh hrtwcrn Ihv hand, ilhr
wont va%el. the donor level would tnvrrave by .- V nIV relative
10 1M cordu,lr-n band edge Ibis would lower p„ by 100,
Arid of uvsc Al , - I floor
11 1s tnferewng to notlr tbat fie cvrennlrrod c%pu cssion of
Sl,1Ib.fnn and of .mal e.
 our nondegrnrnatr, p type %110,011.
when r%11apdarcd w 1.10 11'-cm', yields At . I44 mV
,-ntprrrd to rise 152 in to predicted torte lots Jcgroctrtc of Ivre
roAlcotal Ihcu pn•d1,ti,1n lots an acvcpao .,1nvcullatum ,1I
A - III` vm'LAt 2S ntto, whr,h is not far floor our tc%u1n
Ins life u%nurbuuun to brrfl Nap nanuw:ng Intl: tom
ren%altng acrptir y Also, In ontparnon 4- Iris' atone
nttntioned frwlt%, %urlae rrvornhofation values fill Soo. So
and At 11 tnterla,e, ill 1 . 10' cm . and 1 . to' cna %,
re%pe.usrly, have M•rn JrJuccJ 11om rspennf• ual rrwh% •'
Another group of sell, w,I, fabn,alcd ,r. 0 12 it ,its 11 Iyp
ma,crlal which wa ,. ddlu%cd for three dlltereuf 000rs 141 vary
the junction tkp0t and Iriceelurc the lunvtton Held I -w
rcsi%tiut y , 0 14 0 '• 'onla.1 area cells were chosen its ofna%c
the pnfnon held and to monnute J ,, %41 that 1ca,unahlc
acvura,$ ,ould be obluneJ fur J, table 2 %how% rife dtf
futon t oc. the A%eugr elcvtilt held lit the )union if P,,,-•,
slid o% reuptowal, the e•penlnentalh Jrtermrnrd field
cnhanvcd lunktion retontlnnation current at P,,,,, and the
tfl11dnned held drpendenf 11rrn% In 1 q 121
Ihr r%parrmentally deterrnmed value% ion J, mkrrnt with
tnkr •a%ing eleclrrc held This trend 4% opposite 10 fM• oil
dele'tden,v predtvtrd by SNS theory alone I I y 121 with flu
handyap narrowing term removrdl The tom( ded held
dependent term (last column or table 2) fncfease% with of
ctea%ug! held, or 4uahfative agfccment with the brhav10r of
J,
Quantitative agrccnlrnl feyuo,% A %slue of r of %e%cfsl
nanosecond% and a %mall decrea%e of r, with function dcpih
If held o4ducrd handgap lowering were still to ocvto, flit
tangc 01 r l, reyu"cd lit fn the data would caceed an ordrr ill
mrgnoude and ahvulute %aloe% would he much loo low lit It
.omf%font with Shockley Read rnumbivauun lived of fire %N\
thc11r%
Redmiton of t he electric held and co114740enfly J, uo
pro. r% both live open circuit .ohatic and egvtiaf the fill
,aloe to low tesi%llvOy %flat cells where J, n 110 141ngrr the
lunitoq factor The field enhanced junction r:,umhlnation f%
fife thermal counterpart ill the ob%et%cd held mdutcd optiv.d
h.udgal nart41wotg"' I slid ff... tdc% a logttal a•1J is
Ir• f iluctlall% tflnsl%Irtt model ill the utlar cell luncti41ti
l uncluriun,
A %fund rvpermlenfal Itmoda1!41n hr, ha• n csiabh%hod 1-1
cif• pr411-,.J IfcIJ enhanked omsti41n rc,umbul.tuon t I h,
hryb ,uflakr lrcunJnn•ur-u ,1I tilt nflJlir. ,onla.t% 4 1 11 fir.
Loom %uffac hr% hccn Identified is a major wurvc ,1t Ili%
dtlltr%tun dark vurrenl m the ltiglti% Jilrwd sUrlacr f'-yt410
i III , suticnl hek.rnes 111.1-11.4111 fill ' hall— full, 11,111 e[I, .61
,uh,Irrn u' ,1%000C, htl— abom 2 11 .lit HanJg.111-wormy
414 file field flee to I%lw %ofla,e t.oi,cd h% IuMh J-t l f Oy ,. tutL
0
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Illspas east i ngredient of Ihn ailfuotm f car rrnl hold it rlett,tl/y
f4N te11.1m..oem recall, flta.$ Illiopolis an .hr substrate
Influerxts Taos la, well As J,rl by hondgap naflrwmg hold 1,
by m, rested elettn	 nt field. Imt.p	 ulor .onamfM of Jonot, m
the highly doped on legrun and a held late rrgnM rhNh f.
mush thinner than the lumnon depth ate also tin ry. tinta
doeermlmng the dllfusnm Jul turcnt finall y
 nelh.d. have
been Je.elotleJ and rtpe t1r11rnlally 'trl'ed Ian the rtdusllm
of M.h the dtllu,.on and the lumtion 'n,rrnhotatiam Jul
,urent, o, low te.o ..oy slh,on ,IAat ,ell. at or Jet II•
enhatkt the eff/emy
Apgendla A
for (hallow lun.non t011 Ihn field a1,al,1ath) with the
rapid fall till in doping .on.emraliort lust hr)ond ill can he
large and son penetulr the N eegron at shown In 1 y I If
muss then he determined whether N Is the oppnoprtaic .hole
of dlslame flown the wrlae lot the sppll,aUOn of 14 (fit
The b.wrNlary ,onJllmm I, highly m.rnt.u.e to Iht, ,hoosr of
dnlhnte, arse the IN.ICUIIaI 'atle, n•lal."N 1.111, o%rt N I..v
HS 11 despot the rya„Ible prr,ellr of a . p ony ,lrsrrl, field
Although ,olumr tetombtnation In the high IIeIJ region of
N' should formally .ontrlbutor to the 1, term 'nomhnutg
carriers will Ilsoe surmounted the full harrier height Thu,,
the dependent( of the tlMlnbution fit list Jul ,*rent utN.m
.ollage ,ties a, sort ' r and I, uldl.hnow,haMr art
Mlrnrnlall) Inrrm the le t term
Not heyond M- , the \Iluation I, omdat rt,epl that the hole
lifetime lfkfCatet rapidly with dloansell as Auger festoon
bmation tletome, less tiSnlhtain, the hole ,ontrnuouon
only .lightly greitrr than that In the hchsl dopnlg bandifolf
narrowed .utlate tegwn IIIete fate Indltatr that n'somt
hrnafion It ogmlNantl y rrdu,ed In 1hI* lesion, and Its
e,timaled tuntnhution tit the dark surrenl 1, topicall y only Ill
20 44 ut that hom the N region Thus. the Jtslame M
appear ressonable tilt the event of the of region fur use In
E4 • 171 anti (7). at lea%I until meawreme'll prrslosM and Ihn
determination of other psramrrtrs see greatl y anpnNrd If
this tonttatu t omINI,IUOn layer were rem... CJ IN 111. J."
would not be reduced he,aue p„ I m 1'4 1 7 11 woulJ he h4ther
and the resulting S, t-Imti.hunon *fluid Ihrrrlotr he lager
than the local J as term pr Im to remo,al of N
alicllnowleditmenl
This paper is hatted union w,.k perfl.mrd at COM%A1
Labofatotics under the ,nomot,h,p .d the ( ommum,anon,
Satellite( orlw.at.on
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I APPENDIX H. HACKGROUND TO THE CONTRACT
I
The following sections are from the contract proposal
and provide the framework of the problem as viewed at that time
(5/79). In retrospect, the frome-irk is intact but it appears
that special :,tructures are necessary to overcome the limitations
found in the surface recombination velocities of the
oxide-silicon, interfaces Sox and the pp + layer Spp+.
The equation, page, and figure numbers refer to the
I appendix only, not the ma.)r portion of the report. The refer-
ence numbers have been moc'iitied to fit those of the report.
I
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2. THEORETICAL MODEL	 ^)
Figure 2-1 gives the solar cell structure used in the
following analysis and proposed work. The basic cell should have	 ^I
a shallow junction (WN < 0.2 pm, or at least w  ,< Lp/Dp ) to I
assure the high blue response necessary to produce the
I sc = 45 mA/cm l goal set forth in the RFP 	 The separate
influences of the metallic grid contacts and the oxide AR coating 	 (^
are indicated by the surface recombination velocities S ,,
,
	
S
	
a	 ox
The contributions of the hack contact and P ` layers are lumped	
l)together and represented by an effective surface recombination 	 i
velocity S PP+.	 t
The equations following Figure 2-1 are expressions for
the current balance in an illuminated solar cell. The J r term
represents the current contribution from generation or recoiabina-
tion in the ;unction region; JQ is the contribution from photon
generated minority carriers; and J  is the current from the N+
and P bulk regions, from the oxide and contacts or, the N+ layer,
and from the P + layer and contact:. The individual contributions
to J  from t1 ,e N and P regions are eNpressed in the approximate
forms pertinent to th , * condi tins necessary to fulfill the
contract, fo',' exan-^I ,	lon.i ulffv-,ion length, thin N region,
perfect P+ Vac: contact, and low oxide surface recombination
velocity. The stated assumptions reflect these conditions plus
one limitation, the high value for 5m.
Figure 2-2a indicates the doping profiles of a typical
1.0 -12 -cm N + - P - P + solar cell. The dashed line indicates the
effective doping level ND* that results from band gap narrowing 6E9
[1],[6];[8]represented by equations (2-10)-(2-15). The effective
values nn*, and 1'o must he used iii equations (2-3 ) , (2-5) ,
(2-7), and (2-8) to obtain realistic values of J  and Jr.
t
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WP +Wff	 WdN WdP^.	 j
a OXIDE	 I	 I	 I
LAYER
""" Sox	 METALLURGICAL
II	 JUNCTION
-^..-,• --- W ---	 W
_"	 I	
N	
^	 I	
P
IGRIa,^
Srt1	 I ^	 I	 '^^'P'	 I
s	
^ `	 I	 I	 i	 !
I,	 W
}	 Figure 2-1. Solar Cell Structure and Termsar
r	
t ;
1
U -
'.. J = Jr + Jd - JA (2-1)
- J	 eqV/2%TJr _	 ro (	 - l) (2-2)
F
A
Jro - qni (kT/q) (Tr/2)	 T^ (2-3)
Jd	 (Jdp
	 JdN) ( eqV/kT	 1) '(2-4)k
'
1
w Jdp
	
- 
q(noDn ) ( W p) /(Ln) 2 (2-5)
(assumes low S pp , Wp - WP - Wdp , and L n 5> Wp).
JdN	 JdNox + C1 -
	 (Agrid) / (Atotal J ,3N
	
(2- 6)
E	 1! +'. JdNox	 qPo (Sox + WN /Tp) (2-7)
^
(assumes that W	 « L
	 W	 W- W	 an	 N	 p ^	 N	 N	 dN ^	 d <	 T	 ).Sox
	
W N/ p
b
( JdNm - gnp po
 SmXDp + WNSm) ( 2 - 8)
(assumes that sm	 WN/Tp).
2
no po - ni (2-4)
S^x	
-3
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-D E9 ^mV^ = 9(^!n(NINo) +	 19n( N/Na) 11 	+ 0.5
jr
dEJmV)	 22.5 (N-11® 1i )V2 	(2-11)
'. p Eg (mV) - ( "hqE/2n m7	 (2-12)
r
a where
N	 impurity concentration
` No = 101 1 /cm3 '
-
N	 , ionized impurity concentration
m	 = effective mass necessary to fit the data of
Br-itsyn and Bm1rno v.
a
a
n* = n, (e^, Egc7/CT)	 (2 - 1 3 ) t
.3 p* - n*1/N 	n4/N*	 (2-14)o	 i	 A 
. Y no - n1 2 ND = n /ND*	 (2-15) ^
j ; Figure 2-2b gives the electric field streia	 (E)
throughout the N+` and depletion region.	 Curves show!,,	 the
influence of heavy doping (HD) only as well as that of electric
field induced band narrowng_(FI) only are overland to indicate
r
the changes in electric field in the flat N+" region in Figure 2-2a,
Based on the ex'treMe gradient in donor doping cor^c^nCra -
Lion ND Figure 2-2a and the intense field- in Figure 2-2b,
t
equati.cns (2-7) and (2-8) taust be modified.	 A simple but
[	 proposedeffective model,	 1^ has been	   in which a f ield-free,
region ( Wff ), where E < 2 Wcm and a drift-field region (Wdf)t
1 I
t
Y where E > 2 kV/cm, are defined. 	 All photbgenerated carriers'` in
Wdf are collected and this ,region is considered to have a
Pi
s
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negligible contribution to Jd , since the minority carrier
lifetime in W is much greater than that in W . Therefore, Wdf	 ££	 ff
is substituted for WN
 in the above equa
t
ions,, yielding:
	
JdNox ^o (Sox + WffIlp^
	
(2 16)
`^ Nm = .gDPpo Sm/(gyp	 Wff5m)	 (27.7)
j
45
40— x
35 eA w
Qnw^
25
20
I s 	 Foy,
10—
H®
-0.3	 -0.2	 0.1	 0	 0.1 '	 0.2
x(um)	 -	 -
i
Figure 2-2b. Electric t'ield in Junction and N*
 Regions
Produced by Doping Profiles of Figure 2-2a
	 F
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5.	 SOLAR CELL OUTPUT LIMITATIONS
R Three cases are examined
"
'to .indicate present experimental
dark current valueta and those required to achieve a '700-mV cell.
Table.5'-1 contains these calculations and the i`nherent assump-
tions:	 The first case assumes that J ro	 0_and that the best
experimental value measured for J do of 8 x lU
-a
 A/cm2 is
obtained.	 These values permit a maximum	 of 636.	 V.1	 	 	  a   Voc	 m	 The Ai
second case assumes that J do	 p and that the best exper imental
value for Jro of 3 x 10"8 Ajcm2 is obtained.
	 These values allow
p a`maximum Vpc of 731 mV and indicate that Jro is not the voltage
limiting factor.
The third case is used to compute the necessary values,,
of Jao and Jro __to obtain 700 mV if Jr and J	 are equal at this
voltage.	 The required value of Jdo	 3.3 x 10 11 A/cm2 is
significantly lower than the value of J dp = 8 x 10-14 A/cm 2
expected from a 0.025-'cm thick 0.1-0-cm cell with a perfect p+
back contact.	 This value of Jam, includes the band narrowing
provided by equations (2-12) and (2 - I3),-	 Equation ( 2 -5) shows
r` that reduction of the cell thickness will allow JdP to be reduced
R to the necessary value, assuming that Jd
 is negligible.	 It will
be difficult to obtain JdN « JdP.	 However, if Jdp can he
reduced by one-half by increasing Ln and/or by decreasing WP,
then the condition JdN	 JaP might be easier to achieve and would
also yield Voc = 700 ,mV.
Table 5-2 gives the values of J r and Jd at several a
voltages based on the values of J do and Jro from case 3.	 At Pmax
	 R(-600 W), Jr dom ,'-nztes; therefore, the diode quality factor will
be -2 and the fj a 1 .	 ',.Ltor will only be -4.76.
	 It is necessary to
reduce Jr
 by an order of magnitude to provide, a fill factor above
*. 0.8.	 Reduction of Jr by simply increasing the junction depth, as
in Figure 3-4, will increase J
	 and lower J.	 Therefore, less 
^x
straightforward methods must be used.
i
B-7
V
(mV)
Jd
(mA)
Jr(,MA) Jr /id
700 22 22
1
600 0.46 3.2- 6.9
`a0j` 0.;009 0.45 20
c	
J	
_	 ^i.l	 y;	
.^ ^	 t ^	 . ^.	 v
. 5
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I
Case 1
Assume that Jr = 0,	 a 45 mA/cm2, JR
Use the best experimental value for Jdo
(9 x 10- 13 mA/cm2)
Equation
	 (2- 4`)	 gives Vac = 25.7 mV Rn(0.045/ 8 x	 10"13):
Voc = 636 mV
Case 2
Assume that id = 0,	 Jx = 45 mA/cm2
Use the good experimental value for Jro
O x 10" 8 A/cm2)
Equation (2-2) gives Voc --	 5. 14 mV An(0.045/3 x 10-R)
Voc = 731 mV
Case 3
Assume that Jr = Ja at 700 mV,	 Jk 45 mA►/cm2f
What values of Jdo and Jra - Will give Voc - 700 mV?'
700 mV = 25.7 Zn(0.045/2Jdo)
	 = 51.4 Qn(0.045/24o)
Jdo = 3.3 x 10 -14 A/cm2
J-o = 2.7 x 10- 8 A/cm2
:Table 5-2. Relative Values of Jr ;,and--Ja
11
as A Function of Voltage-
COMSAT Dabs ORIGINAL PA©t is	 18-Percent Efficient
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Another; goal of the contract is to obtain Jsc = 45 mA/cm2
at AMO. This current density can be collected only if NR cell
surfaces and/or sawtooth cover-slides are employed. The use of
an etched surface would not only increase JQ = vJsc , but also JdN
and Jr . The consequent reduction of Voc and FF could only be
overcome with a major effort. Multilayer AR coatings and saw-
tooth cover-slides maybe used to .increase J,, without altering
JdN and Jr . This latter approach is simpler but does not offer
as great a potential (see Figure 1-1) as the etched surface
combined with the sawtooth cover-slide.
,5 I
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6. TECHNICAL APPROACHES
This 
section discusses organized approaches to the
problem of increased Voc ,	The Jd term will be examined first
since 
^d must be lowered by more than an order of magnitude to
attain a V	 of 700 mV,	 Figure 6-1 indicates the three majoroc
contributions to J	 that must be reduced and the various means
d
for achieving this goal.	 Means for reducing J	 are indicated indP
equation (2-5).	 Success of the program,dependS on achieving a
low value of SpP+ relative to Pn/Ln as assumed in this equation.
COMSAT is presently working on a contract 'to provide a perfect P +
;back contact to a range of base resistivities from 1-1000 0-cm.
The extension to lower resistivities should be reasonable
^since D	 is larger for more heavily doped material. 	 A recent
11	 n
process of inducing an accumulation or depletion layer by use of
charged oxides Cillis quite promising; however, the behavior in a
radiation environment must be closely examined.
Reduction of the i	 bulk,term (equations (2k-6),(2-16)],dN(2-17)] is parallel to that of the JdP term.	 However, it is
more important that Wff be reduced than W N for shallow junction
cells.	 One major difference between JdP and JdN is that the N+
-region is generally introduced into a P-type substrate. 	 Therefore,
band narrowing from heavy substrate doping will add to the band
narrowing introduced by the heavy doping necessary to form the N +
layer	 1 1 1,171	 Use of epitaxial or out-diffusion techniques are
means of avoiding or decreasing the compensating acceptor concen-
A.Lration, thereby reducing the band narrowing by 15'25 mV for
0.1 0-cm baze material.
Reduction of SP has been standard practice at COMSAT
since the Violet cell was introduced with its oxidized Ta 2 0 5 AR
coating.	 The resulting low value of S ox and relatively low value
Of Sm
 (Cr-Ta-Si)permit the shallow junction structure necessary
B-10
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for good :blue response. 	 A patent issued to COMSAT in 197&[12)
provided a practical means of reducing metal contact area for
low-resistivity solar cells.
Methods of lowers ""q' J,, displayed in Figure 6-2, are
' + based on equations (2-3), 	 (2-12 ), and ( 2-13).	 The most important iten
f
in each case is the reduction of the electric field in the )
junction region.	 Epitaxial grc;wth techniques can be used in all
three methods,	 ion implantation may be useful for tailoring
1 doping profiles in the junction and surface regions.
The use of less heavily doped material in the junction
region liar. two benefits.	 The;electr.c field is lowered (by
a.n	 the , depletion layer t;'hckness	 and the band narrowsincreasing	 hi ss),
	
narr ing9	 ^	 ^' r
from heavy doping is also reduced.	 This latter-effect, for JP,
has not yet been proven and may not be as important as it would-
be for Jd .	 The reduced importance could result from the depen-
der_^^ of Jr on n	 rather than n^ 2 	 but for a diffused junction -
heavy doping exists from both N + and P layers increasing Jr two
to three.times more than an undoped :region.
Junction profiles must be established which reduce the
maximum electric field in the junction and yet guarantee collec=
tion of carriers from the cell surface, even after irrad'i'ation.
Deep N	 layers are particularly susceptible to this problem
`because of the high radiation damage coefficient.	 Junction
depths in excess of 2 ism may reduce J	 but would increase the
radiation sensitivity.	 Some of these ra^roaches have already
been exploited; variations and combinations are proposed for this
contract.
°
v
B-12
Figure 6-2» Methods of Reducing Jr
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APPENDIX Co LETTERING PROCESSES IN SILICON
The large body of diffusion length data, accumulated
during this contract, has provided an opportunity to test some
models of ge 'tteri ng r or the p roces s of attracting impurities to ,a
sink. Neither the impurities themselves nor their sources are
identified, but are important in reducing bulk diffusion lengths
in silicon. It is possible that the source of thesf,' impurities
9 is characteristic of fabrication (the lab, the solvents and the
processing) rather than the material itself. if this is the
case, the observations made here may not pertain to other facili -
ties and operations. The material used in this work was gener-
ally 0.1- n cm Wacker Float Zone Refined silicone Howeverp some
use was made of 1- l-cm material and no difference was noted in
the gettering results.
It is hoped that thi s appendix will be useful to those
people interested in maintaining or obtaining long lifetime in
silicon material. More detailed studies (e.g., with DLTS) would
be important in confirming these models.
k	 '
r
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BORON GETTERING
An exhaustive study of boron doped p+ back layers was
not carried out= however, some interesting effects on the minor -
ity carrier diffusion length (Ln) of these cells were observed in
comparison to aluminum p+ contacts. Table C-1 indicates an in -
fluence of temperature on gamma current. It is difficult to sep-
arate the effects of diffusion length and p+ layer on the gamma
	current unless thela
 layer is strippedk	 p^ y 	 off-and an ohmic contact
is subsequently added. However, when °this procedure is carried
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out on Al backed cells the variations in smma curren t., 	 g ,.	  appear to
depend more, on Ln than on the p+ layer. This dependence implies'
a gettering effect from the Al which might also be expected from
boron.
Table C-1 lists the gamma currents resulting from vari-
ous ,fabrication processes utilizing a boron spin-on source (Emul-
sitone 0317A). An essential step in these processes is the long
(lf hr. )p low-temperature (450 0 C) anneal. The boron doped glass
^.	 does not anneal silicon as rapidly as does the molten aluminum.
in fact, other data (Sections 3.3.2, C.3, and CA) indicate that
high temperature (950°C) diffusion -steps actually lower Ln._ _ The
annea l Step, therefore, removes the damage resulting from the
diffusion (perhaps stress related) and further getters impurities
from the bulk. Comparison of the four groups in set 1411 indi-
cates that:
a. long term dif fusion with 0 31 7D removes some defects not
gettered by a short diffusion,
b. aluminum getters very quickly, and
c aluminum getters right through a deep boron layer.
This set was not annealed, so that the influence of the diffusion
itself could be observed. The indifference of I  to the nature
of the boron p+ layer is seen in the cells of 1403 _ which have
different diffusion conditions and, therefore, different p+ layer
_	
thicknesses (1500A vs 3800A).)
The variation (15 percent) of I in cells processed
identically within a given set is less than that between cells
processed identically but in different sets (the extreme values
of sets 1403 and 1423-3+8 barely overlap)
	 It would appear that
variations in processing or conditions in the laboratory from set
C-3
^a
c
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^ to set are	 than variations within the material or the.greater
conditions during a given fabrication step.	 For this reason,,
' whenever possible, process changes are incorporated so that com-
parisons may be made within a set rather than between sets. 	 The
data of set 1423 emphasize the benefit of aluminum alloyed
through a boron p+ layer and show that the low temperature.,
lengthy annealing of the boron diffused cell is not as effective
as the addition of Al on the back during the short diffusion for JI
the n+ layer.
Novmally the boron	 is applied to the	 withsource	 wafer
i
j
oxide present on the front face to guard against contamination.'
a
: In orde r to simplify the process', some cells we re fabricated ^^
without the protective oxide. 	 Although two of three cells ire.;_
this case suffered front surface contamination, the set (;x431)
had some of the best diffusion lengths obtained during this
contract.	 The differences between set 1431 and the other
sets in Table C-1 are the lack of a high temperature step {
(1050 O C/30 min)-.and the lack of a thick surface oxide during the
boron diffusion, step.	 The -relative importance of these two dif-
ferences,, in determining the diffusion length of boron diffused
silicon, is unknown. 	 However, since the nature of the boron
= doped p+ layer (extreme thickness in set 1433) did not appear to
influence I, and because +t was found that Al can more quickly
and reproduceably getter bulk silicon, boron investigations were
t dropped
i
k
C.2	 ALUMINUM GETTERING
PI
t The previous sections , .and tables indicate that aluminum
is.,an excellent getter (probably the best).
	 A probable reason
k C-4``
c
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for this has to do with the facts that silicon dissolves in Al
and that it is liquid at a low temperature. As the silicon goes
into solution, it generates vacancies which diffuse through ;he
silicon wafer and thereby enhances the migration of impurities
within the wafer. The Si-Al eutectic alloy provides an active -
sink for impurities which are thus prevented from building up on
the silicon surface and rediffusing back into the wafer. The
liquid state (or mixture o£ liquid phase and solid phase)g	 g	 p	 a	 p	 ) allows
	
t	 ready migration of contaminants _ to the outside surface where they
	
r	 are incorporated into the growing crust of oxides. The possibi-
lity of stress relief by the liquid and low stress during cooling
(as a result of a relatively malleable alloy if the maximum alloy
temperature is kept reasonably low) may also be important.
In contrast to the Al alloy process, a glass or oxide
on the silicon surface (even if molten) may bind impurities close
to the Si-glass 'interface where impurity-oxides are first formed.
k In addition, the glass is probably a net sink for vacancies
rather than a net source as postulated for aluminum. A vacancy
sinkrovides a gradient which ill increasep	 g	 w	 e se the concentration of
some impurities about the sink and^or draw mLJUL L. es ,.out o£ thi'e
	.N	 sink. This can be seen by envisioning the mobility of some im-
purities as increasing with vacancy concentration. These impuri-
ties will move rapidly until they reach the glow vacancy area of
the sink where they slow down. If the vacancy sink contains im-
purities, they are likely to migrate out along the vacancy
d
Ya
1
gradient.
An alternative to the metallic aluminum or glass
sources used to form p+ layers is an aluminum paste which can be
silk-screened onto the back of the silicon wafers. An aluminum ;
r	 paste, as used commercially for p+ back contacts, is an excellent
go:tter for three reasons. First, it generally provides more Al
Y	 ^
C-5
f;
for the Si to dissolve into than an evaporated Al layer.
	
Second,
it has a high concentration of oxides and/or frit which slows the
migration of silicon through the melt and thereby provides a more
continuous source of vacancies (and probably a higher net vacancy
capability) .	 Third, the oxides and frit provide binding, points
for the Bettered impurities thereby lowering the co 	 of
mobile impurities which can diffuse back out of the Al Si alloy.
A potential problem is purity, both in the material and the
9
application process.
High purity aluminum is desired for an alloy source so
that it will not contain impurities that could contaminate the
silicon.	 However, thicknesses in excess of 0.5 pm have been
found necessary
	 rpfo	 o timum lifetime i and +-hi = thick	 eness of
	
ura 	 p
aluminum is found to "ball up" during the high temperature alloy
cycle.	 !	 Evaporation of Al from a resistance-heated crucible
provides layers with a pale gold finish which is stable but non-
contaminating. Following the vacancy generation model and the
	 4
Si-Al phase diagram, it is a pparent that at higher temperatures.
more s ilicon will enter a given thickness of aluminum than at
lower temperatures; thereby, within limits, increasing the
	 w
vacancy- population and the gettering capabilities. This effect
may be seen in Table 2-1. At lower temperatures, thicker layers
of aluminum and longer alloy times would be required For the same
getteri ng capability.
x
C.3	 PHOSPHORUS AND ARSENIC-GETTERING
It has been known for a lung 'time that phosphorus is a
	
f
Pphosphorus	 11.proposed (Cl)[C1] that hos h n  diffuses	 ^^^good getter. It has be n 	 ^
by vacancy interaction and if the heavily doped surface region is
C-6
Jj
' *	 K	 K ,^
xxJ^.
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1	 K
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an active source of vacancies then a gettering mechanism like
that of Al could be expected. A major difference in ti,aing would	 t,
be predicted # however. The aluminum alloy process would generate
the highest conc 'on tration of vacancies in the beginning, decaying
to a relatively low equilibrium concentration, whereas the P dif-
fusion process would probably show an increase in vacancy gener-
ation with time as the heavily doped "dead layer" is created on
the surface. Evidence 'CO support; this model comes from PH3 dif-
fusion_runs (1395,6,7 1 8) where gamma currents decrease with de-
creasing diffusion  time (101 # 7 1 and 5 min.) at 840°C and (-30,
15 min.) at 810°C. Since all cells in these runs had the same
aluminum alloy cycle ( at 88 '0°C) prior to the phosphine diffusion
step, no interference from the Al getter source would be
expected.
Most of the cells fabricated under this contract were
diffused with Emulsitone N250C emitter dopant, which contains
both phosphorus and arsenic. Excellent diffusion lengths were
t
obtained with this material, although the best values of Iy were
obtained when the diffusion time exceeded that required for good
shallow7 unction cells.
In an effort to optimize the emitter, variations in the
composition of the standard N250C were tried. However, varia-
tions that were observed in diffusion length indicated the com-
plexity of the bulk gettering problem. Sets 1448 and 1449 in
Table C-2 are 1 9-cm, 10 mil cells that have been diffused with
lower concentrations of _P and/or As than that of N250C. The low 	 __s
phosphorus, regular arsenic mixture (LoP/RA) has a phosphorus
concentration of only 1/40 that of N250C The low phosphorus, 	 b;
low arsenic mixture (LoP/LoA) has both P and As reduced to 1/40
of that in V250C. Since the surface concentration is lowe r for y
these mixtures a higher-temperature, ;longer, diffusion is
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Table C-2. Gamma Currents of 1 0-cm Cells
That Have Been Fabricated with Different
Emitter Dopants and Schedules
Set
No
Cell
No. IY(A)a Treatment
1448
2 7.9 LOP/RA 16 hrs. 900°C
8 8'3 LoP/LOA 16 hrs. 900 0C9 8.5
4 8.5 LoP/LoA 16 hrs. 900°C
5 8.4 + LoP/RA 3 hrs. 900 °C
6 7.9 LoP/LoA 16 hrs. 900°C
7 7.8 + 2xAs 3 hrs 900°C
1449 1 8.7 LoP/RA 16 hrs. 850°C
2 8.4 +
3 8.5 LoP/RA 3 hrs 850°C
5 8.4 LoP/LoA 16 hrs. 850°C
6 8.2 +
7 8.2 LoP/RA 3 hrs. 850°C
1454 3 8.1 2xAsb 6 hrs.	 900°C
5,6 6.5 2xAs 16 hrs.	 900°C
1422 1,2 5.0 As b 1050°C/7 min. + N250/8200
5,7,8 j	 1.7 As 1050°C/7 min.
E:
{{
l
ell
a4
a I Y data corrected for decay of gamma cell.
bThe arsenic source should provide a surface doping
concentration of 2x10 20/cm . The 2xAs source has twice
the As concentration in the spin-on dopant.
7717;
	
7 t
Ofto-1, Own I-C
required to obtain appropriate junction depths.	 The I	 data in,Y
Table C-2 indicates that in the 900 0 C range t the LoP/LoA mixture
(which has the same ratio of P to As as N2S0C) is superior to the
LoP/RA mixture (1448 -8-9 vs 1,2).	 This is not -totally unexpected
since the relative concentration of 1 P and As in , N250C has been
optimized for low stress in the silicon diffused, layers 	 However
^,'^
at 850°C (set 1449), the differenceAs much less and may,bo re- 6
versed (statistics are not sufficient to assure this last com-
ment).	 In the lower temperature range, the gettering rate may be
the limiting factor in determining diffusion lengths and intm-
duction of defects by stress may be inconsequential (1y for both
gro4ps of set 1449 is high).	 If stress from the diffused layer
is a problem at the higher, temperatures,,, 	 then a-:. prior diffusion
is seen to block it in the case of the LOP/RA mixture (1448-4,5)
but not in the case of a high concentration arsenic diffusion
source (2xAs in 1448-6p7).	 Arsenic spin-on dopants are observed
to severely damage bulk lifetime if diffused at high temperatures
(set 1422).	 The damage cannot be completely healed by a sub-
sequent low temperature diffusion with N250C and Al.	 At lower
tempe ratures	 (950 0 C) the As,,diffusion does little damage and
little gettering or a balanoed amount of 'both. 	 Experiments were
not carried out directly comparing the effects of P and As at the
same temperatures. The trends for P indicate that Iy increases
to about 850°C and then decreases with increasing diffusion tem-
perature. The arsenic diffused cell data also snow Iy decreasing
as diffusion temperature increases and the trend lines of the two
diffusion sources could well overlap or even joins Howeverp it
is unknown if and . where the As diffused cells will display the
peak in IY as observed in P diffused cells.
It
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OTHER PROCESS DEPENDENT INFLUENCES ON I y
t	 A strong indication of the gettering ability of the
N'250C formulation is displayed in Figure C-1	 The SIMS datay
shows the profile of As, B, and P(+SH)* for a standard 820*,
15 min. diffusion.	 The s is strongly concentrated at the surface
by the diffusion, whereas in Figure C-2, which is a high temper-
ature (1050°C) oxidation step, no such buildup is observed , .	 In
fact, a drop in,B concentration may be observed near the surface y
from out-diffusion into the oxide.	 This is Bettering into the
oxide rather than into a diffused region. 	 These results are dis-
cussed further in Section 4.3, but an issue here is the values of
I Y for such treatments.	 Attempts at high temperature (> 10000C)
gettering (with wet oxygen or TCE) prior to standard low tempera-
ture diffusion resulted in cells with values of I Y which were
always worse than those from comparable untreated cells. 	 We
feelr therefore, that high temperature processing introduces
defects and,/or impurities which cannot be completely gettered by ^ a
the steps that we normally use.	 In addition, the gettering
.	 a
ability (at least for some impurities) of the oxides is less than
that of P or As a
We have seen how high temperature conditions can
 'strongly^,nrluence getter rates and ultimate diffusion length.
Unexpected results have also been observed at low temperatures
(set 1401):
a. for cells with emitters from an N250C diffusion," but
with no aluminum on the back, an overnight anneal (450°C) is
found to improve IY•,
3h e resolution for these runs does not separate 3OSi + 1 H fromp.
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b. however, subsequent oxidation of tantalum (525°C for
10 min) on the surface (to create the Ta205 anti-reflective
t	 coating (C21-) reduces I.;
E,
	
	
c. addition of a 1-pm layer of Al and heating to 325 0 C re
dudes IY for cells coated with Ta205 but raises I Y for cells
coated with tantalum metal.
n
w
The possible implications are:
a. _N250C continues to getter at low temperatures and/or
the bare back surface acts as a getter
b. material drawn to the surface by the gettering action
of N256C can be rapidly redistributed when -Ta is oxidized on it
nr a contaminant in the Ta very rapidly diffuses into the bulk:
and
i
4
fl'	 .
c	 low temperature heating of Al on the back of the cell
serves to drawn contaminants from the oxidized surface into tie
bulk (on its way to the Al) and draws contaminants from the bulk
a	 (.that are not replaced from the surface if the Ta metal still
binds them there) .
The first implication could indicate that the :overnight
anneal required to give acceptable results on boron doped cells
might provide gettering to the emitter rather than to the p+ 4x a,
layer.	 A study of annealing in boron diffused wafers prior to
application of the emitter could be interesting.
.'
The second implication has support from studies of
tantalum thermal oxidation, where it has been observed [C3]	 that
silicon diffuses into the Ta or Ta205 during the process. 	 As
silicon dissolves into ths,Ta layer gettered contaminants bound
to the silicon surface could diffuse into the metal and also back.
into the emitter and bulk of the wafer.
	 As` the oxidation r
C-12 1
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i
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proceeds (from the front surface ), contaminants could be rejected
from the oxide and concentrated in the metal and ultimately,
forced into the silicon:
The third implication is a low- temperature vers ion of
the Al gettering process. As silicon dissolves into the Al
metal, _a flood of va cancies are released into the bulk creating a
vacancy gradient through the silicon, Vacancy assisted diffusion
could draw impurities from the front, surface and the emitter into
the bulk of the wafer. The process is slow at low temperatureu_
(325 0 C) and the number of vacancies generated too low fol, the
complete gettering expected at high temperatures, so that many of
the contaminants remain trapped in the bulk after the process is
terminated. if the contaminants are embedded in Ta near the
surface, rather than trapped at the silicon interface, they are
less likely to be drawn back into the silicon by the vacancy
gradient.
C. '5	 SUMMARY
a	 The dependence of diffusion length on process param-
eters ?.R quite complicated,._ The following empirical observations
and interpretations point top but do not confirm, a self-.
consistent theory of gettering by vacancies.
a. Surface treatment, both front and back, has an effect
F	 on diffusion length.
b. Sequence of treatments can alter the final diffusion
pr length ( impurities gettered in one operation can be released in
l ^ri	 another).
t
t	 C-13
a^	
_	
a
f
c, certain treatments (such as high temperature) create
defects which cannot: be totally removed by 	 gettering
processes.
d. Gettering can proceed at temperatures as low as 32500
(with Al metal).,
e., optimuim gettering results appear in the range of
850 9-900 + C (at least in 0.1 a-cm p-type silicon).
f. `vacancy concentration and concentration gradient seem
to be the main factors in the gettering process.
g. Precipitation or trapping of +gettergd impurities is
important for gettering to be most effective.:
h. -Concentration of phosphorus, quantity of aluminum, and
temperature, all influence the amount of vacancies available for
gettering and probab y influence - the ,impurity trapping
capability.
Results reported here may not pertain to all labora-
tories., since we have observed variations in diffusion lengths
from day to day in identically processed wafers from the same
ingot. Variatib.ns between laboratories would be larger than
daily variations in a single lab.
DO
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APPENDIX D.	 DIFFUSION LENGTH MEASUREME NT AND DARK CURRENT
r DETERMINATION 
OF 
IRRADIATED SOLAR CELLS
^: 1
This appendix describes the use (and results) of
Irradiation to determine the relative contributions of base and
emitter to the dark current of a solar cell.	 Two low resistivity
3 (0.1 and 0.2 n-cm) solar cells were sequentially irradiated and
measured to provide a data base for determining the sources of
' dark current foe the irradiated and unirrad eted cells. 	 The
results proves that in 0.1 6` -cm cells, as fabricated under this a
contract, the emitter strongly dominates the dark current.
	
Even
for such cells with Voc > 650 mV ( 1 sun intensity), this
conclusion should still be valid,L:
a
1
3
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^ D- 1. 	DIFFUSION LENGTH MEASUREMENT`
i
COMSAT Labs has long used the 60Co gamma cell to gener-
ate a uniform concentration of carriers within the .bulk of a so-
lar cell and thus to provide the basis Tor determining a range of
minority carrier diffusion lengths for most cells 	 [1), [21 . ;	 in an
earlier paper on the subject [l), the relationship between cur-
rent collected from the solar cell while in the gamma cell ('I Y )
and the solar cell diffusion length L waa established for two
}
back surface conditions. 	 These conditions were:	 an	 ohmic back
f contact, with the surface recombination velocity, S = «, and a
' perfectly reflecting back contact, with0. 	 The relationshipsC
' were described ass
I	 Im	
cosh ( W/L')	 1	 fob S
	
a	 (D-1)Y	 s inh (w L)
and
c
s^
cosh (2W/L) - 1
I Y _ I°°
	
- sni h (2W L) w	 for S - -0	 (D- 2)
where W is the call thickness,
it
I oo	 = K
Ll
t' and K is a proportionality constant that depends on the geometry
of the source and on the type, energy, and flux of the ionizing v
k radiation.* K is determine' by calibrating the gamma cell with a
A
*K	 16 for the period of this contract.
F
p-2
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^	 I
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sc►lor cell of known W, Lo and S. An interesting feature of equa
t ions ( 1) and ( 2) is the dependence on W. The basis of this re-
lationship is made more physical if a trigonometric identity* is
made so that equations (D-1) and (D-2) become
I Y
 = K tanh 2L for S . •	 ( D-11)
	
a
and
K tanh L for S 0
The form of equation ( D-2 1 ) is similar to that for the dark cur-
	
t( "	 rent equations of a diode of thickness W with a perfectly re-
	
<a
	
I^	
.
flecting back contact (see equation ( D-4) below]. The W/2 in
equation (D-1 1 ) now indicates that the front junco-ion only col-
lects current from the front half of the cell and the carriers in
the back half of the cell all migrate to the ohmic back contact.
	Cy	 As the cell diffusion length gets small, I Y in both both equa
tions (D-1 1 ) and (D-2 1 ) approaches I. (see Figure D-1) 0
 and no
ambiguity can exist in the determination of L if K is known.
However, for large values of L, the determination of L depends
upon the value of -S which is generally not well known. There-
	
i	 fore a ra nge of values for L ar^	 	 e generally given for a measured
I Y
 and these extreme values are usually sufficient for most anal-
ysis since the relative values of L between nearly identical
cells are often of greatest interest. When L exceeds W, the ef-
fect of cell thickness may be dominant in I Y , and the value of L
se`, cos_(2W/L)
	 1 + 2 sinh 2
 (W/L) and sinh (2W/L)
2 sinh (W/L) cosh (W/L)
Dom; 3 4
ISO
,go
t-j
a/
loo
5o
0
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Figure D-l. Normalized Gamma- Cell Current vs Solar Cell
	 !
J	 Y
Diffussion Length for S =	 and Different
Cell Thicknesses W
(for S	 d use the curves corresponding to 2W)
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determined from the S = oo ease often goes to infinity since most
present cells do not have ohmic back contacts.
D-2. DARK CURRENT DETERMINATION
The dark current density, Jb, 2 om the bulk of a :polar
cell can be expressed as.
Jb	 L Goth	 for S	 (D-3)
and
Jb	 L tanh L for S	 0	 (D-4)
where
gnjD
A. I	 N	 (D-5)A
and the usual definitions hold. The total dark current I from a
cell consists of components from the bulk Ib, the junction Ir,
and the emitter Ie.
I a (le + Ib) eqV/KT + Ir OqV/2KT	 (D-6)
lo (I at V ~ 0) can be easily determined from the illuminate:
cell I-V characteristics and equation (n-7),
KT	 Isc
Voc = qi— An Io	 (D-7)
D-5
I
iJ
{t`
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M if' we can assume that the Ir term is negligible at Voc. 	 Since Ir
is not zero, Ior as determined from equation (D-7),
	
is an upper
limit Tom which is oxplicitly written as
I;om = 1 0 c e-gVoc/KT	 (D-8)
a
The above equations provid -6 a means ofdetermining I OM and sepa-
rating Ie and Ib, since Iom ? Ie + Ib .	 By ,measuring Iy, , Voc, and
f i	 Isc of a solar cell after various levels of irradiation, Iom and N
f. a range for L can be determined.,/	 With two different irradiation 5
levels and with the assumption that 'Ie does not change with irra-
diation, simultaneous equations can be set up to solve for Ie and
Ib.
Ioml = Ie l +	 L1	 coth	 Ll	 (D-9a)
I om2 = Ie2 +	 L2	
coth	 L2	 (D-9b)
Iel = Ie2	 ( D-9c)
We have assumed S ' = -	 [equation (D-3)]
	 for equations (D-9), but
S = 0
	 [equation (D-4)]
	
can also be used,	 if applicable.
D-3.	 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Two cells (one 0.1 n-cm and the other 0.2 0-cm) were
measured,	 irradiated, and renteasure-d to provide six data sets per
cell.
	 Equation (D-9) was modified to the form a
F
E	 i
E
E
g D-6
11177 , : 3
"ll	 rt:
z
j
(D-10)( Iomi - PERi •
A	 Wiomi) = Lff coth Lf
where PERi =- IeVIomi.	 The values of PERT (PERi < 1) were varied
until Iei was nearly constant for all levels of irradiation.	 For
simplicity, A was determined by providing a value of
PER6[- PER6 = PER(6)] and then was substituted in the other equa-
tions to give PERi from which. Iei and Ibi, were determined.
Figure D-2 is an example of theresults from such an analysis of
the 0.2 n-cm cell assuming $ = 0.	 The table included in the fig-
ure provides all the data and results used in the analysis.	 Var-
iations of the parameter K [see Oquations; (D-1')	 and	 (D-2')]	 have
only a small effect on the values of Ie obtained.	 Changing from a
the S _ 0 to the $ - = form of the equations has a great impact
(see Figure D-2a vs D-2b).	 In Figure D-2b,, the value of L at
630 mV is given at 1000 Um.
	
I,n reality, the value of IG •	 K at z
this point (IG = Iy = 6.5 pA and K = 16) exceeds the possible
value for 250-um cells when assuming an ohmic contact (Figure D-
1).	 The proper value of K is close to 16 ; only if K were de-
"' creased or W were increased 	 would it be possible,to question the
nonohm i c nature of the back contact. 	 With the extreme assump-
tions of 5 '- 0-and 5	 Figure=	 D-2a and D-2b show the contri-
bution of Ie at 630 mV to vary from -50 + 100 percent of the total
dark current.
-	 A similar analysis was performed on the 0.1 9-cm cell
7 at both extremes:	 S = 0	 (Figure D-3a) and S _	 (Figure D-3b),
The contribution of Ie, at Voc = 635 mv, varies from 72 percent
' to 99 percent of I Q 	 in this 0.1 S1 -cm 	 The fact that real-
istic values of L are possible for K 	 16 and S =	 implies that
t`e the back contact is ohmic or at least much closer to being ohmic
tN
FF
r`
f
than that of the 0.2 0-cm. cell.
i..i
4
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Figure D-2. Dark Current Components as a Function of Open
Circuit Voltage at Various Levels of irradiation
Electrical Characteristics of 0.2 9-cm cells:
a) S = 0; b) S =
tl^
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f	 Electrical Characteristics of 0.1 9-cm cells:
1	 a) 5 = 0	 b) S
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D-4.	 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OFRESULTS _.
i
The extreme values of 2
	 1	 in tkll	unirradiated cellse/ om	 ^ •
are 0..51 and 1.0 for the 02 n- cm cell and G!,. 72 and 0.99 for the
^
0.1 n-cm cell.	 The lower extremes are based ,,1
 n assumptions of
t	 S = 0 which is impossible -for the heavily dop' d base and aluminum
alloyed back configuration of these cells.
	 Phis configuration
results in contacts closer to the S _ • condit,^on, but in the
0.2 0 "em case, actual ohmic contacts are seen to be unlikely.
	 As
a result, the limits of le/Iom are more likely to be 0.7 _ 0.9
R	 for 0 . 2 0-cm cell and 0.8 + 0.95 for the 0.1 n-cm cell.
Using the same baseline As above, we can provide a
probable value for A (see equation ( D-3))	 = (4.8 t 0.2) x 10- 15
Al
'	 Amps/cm in the 0.2 0-cm cell and ( 1.6 t 0.3)
	
x 10- 15
 Amps/cm in
the 0.1 0=cm cell.* -
Conductivity ( a = 1/p) is proportional to the majority
carrier concentration NA and mobility (p) of a material;	 there-
fore we expect that 0 0,11x 0 .2 = 2 = ( NAU ) 0.1 /(NAP ) 0,2 .	 Since
PO .2: c'	 1.2p 0. 1' 	 NA0. 1 	=	 2.4	 x NAO.2•	 Values found	 for NA in the
0.1 a-cm cell (from the literature (3], capacitance profile meas-
ure ne nts,	 and SIMS 'data)	 all	 fall within NA0.1 = 3 t	 1 x 1017/
1	 3.=	 1.3 t 0.3 x 10 7
 /cm .	 .Thecmli .	 E'or the 0.2 n-cm cell,
	 NAO .2
s
values	 [ 3) needed for evaluating A in equation (D-5) are.
P ( Q -cm)	 0.1	 0.2 a
NA( CM- 3)	 3 x 1017	 1.3 x 1017_
ni(cm- 6 )	 _-	 1.5-x 10 20	 --
q(Coulomb)	 --	 1.6 x 10- 19	-_
Units of --A in the figures are (amps /4 cm2 ) Nm.
D-10
Ll
^E.
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The calculated values for A becomes
A O . 2 	2.2 X 10- 15 A/cm
A0.1 ' 0.73 x 10- 15 A/cm
#	 ,
k and V
40 -2/A0.1	 a 3.4 .
The measured values of A ato 'more' than twice the
Calculated values, but the ratios are close (3.2 vs 3.4)•
Handgap narrowing would- raise ni but more in the 0.1 0-cm cell,
^g
Likewise,	 fratherefore does not appear to be the answ r._fractional
ionization of the acceptors, which would reduce NA to the 'hole
conce,ntrationf
	
will increase Aq .Y more than A 0 .2. 	 eXperi-
_
mental errors or approximations could lower the experimental
r
a
values of A to the calculated value.	 However, a change in n2
from 1.5 x 10 20 to 3 3 x 10 20 /cm6 would completely reconcile the
` data to theory.	 Since the published values of ni vary between
R
1.5 and 4 x 10 20 cm"' 6 f this change does not appear to be too un-
realistic.	 However, a more likely explanatio n is the presence of
a junction recombination contribution,
	
Ir, to the dark current,
lo, which would lower the value of Ib * Ie (as seen in equa-
tion (D-6)] and therefore A. 	 Support for the contribution of Ir
to the dark. current is found in the cell fill factors which. drop
with irradiation from 0.80 to 0 	 in the 0.1 0-cm case and from
0.79 to 0.77	 in the 0.2 n-cm case,
The greatest; source ;of uncertainty in the solar cell
parameters is the effective„recombination velocity at the back
surface.	 This uncertainty creates 	 1 large uncertairity in the	
J^
value of L when L is comparable to t or larger than, the cell
.x
thickness.	 Uncertainty in L has -a direct impact in determined
results for hb.
	 But,	 for the low resistivity cells reported
D-11
,:
t0
0
a
here, this uncertainty in S and L has only a small'-'impa.ct on lei
which is the dominant component of the dark current for both
cells. To provide a 0.1 n-cm cell (4) with Voc - 654 WVp Io must
decrease by a factor of two. To achieve this decrease in the
extreme (and impossible) case (Figure D-3a) of S = Q, Ie could be
reduced by a factor of 3.3 while Ib is unchanged. With this re
duction in le, lb would exceed Ie by about 20 percent. Howover,
in the more likely situation (S very high, Figure 3-b), le so
strongly dominates IO that reducing Ie by two will likewise re-
duce Io by two and Ie will still be an order of magnitude greater
than lb. These data have been analyzed in a different manner in
Reference 5, but with essentially identical results. fj F
D-5.	 SUMMARY
Two low-reaistivt,y cells (Ol and 0.2 0-cm) have been
studied at different levels of gamma irradiation.
	
By assuming
that the dark current contribution from the emitter Ie is con-
stant,	 the illuminated I-4 characteristics and gamma cell current
were utilized to generate internally self-consistent values of
Ie, Ib, and Io at the different irradiation levels.
	
The exper -:s
mental results agree very well with theory if n 	 = 4.3 x 10 20 /cm6 'ff,
is used in the theoretical calculation.
	
Since this value for n
is higher than published values, anon-negligible Ir term is
postulated.	 Analysis of these values points to the dominance of
Ie in,both cells and even at 653 mV, the Ie term will be signifi-
cantly larger than the Ib term for the -0.1 9-cm cell. =
D-12
r
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